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Workshop Agenda 

Convener: Landscape Scenarios, Ecosystem Services, and Benefits to Society Research Coordination 
Network (S3 RCN), through funding to the Harvard Forest 

Host: Taylor Ricketts, Director of The Gund Institute of Ecological Economics, University of Vermont. 

Organizers: Kathy Fallon Lambert, Science & Policy Project Director, Harvard Forest, Harvard 
University; Jonathan Thompson, Senior Ecologist at Harvard Forest, Harvard University; Spencer 
Meyer, Regional Conservationist, Highstead; Pat Field and Dory Dinoto, the Consensus Building 
Institute 

Facilitator: Patrick Field, Managing Director of the Consensus Building Institute. 

Workshop Contact: Dory Dinoto (ddinoto@cbuilding.org) 

Description:  
Modeling ecosystem services (ES) is increasingly popular.  But most efforts focus on modeling the 
biophysical supply of ES (e.g., floodwater retention), not the realized benefit to people (e.g., reduced 
damage costs downstream). This shortcoming results in partial answers that can actually mislead 
management efforts. Especially for ES that involve spatial flow of benefits to specific groups of people 
(e.g., water purification, flood control, recreation, crop pollination), modeling supply simply isn’t 
enough. This workshop will focus on these services, to develop concrete approaches for connecting ES 
supply to realized benefits. 

Using presentations, commissioned studies, and active group work we will start from the current state of 
the art in ES modeling, advance questions on regional scale modeling, and discuss the challenge we face 
to quantify benefits. We will then examine inspiring efforts from diverse sectors, connecting changes in 
nature to changes in human well-being.  Next, we will break into 4 groups to develop approaches for 
quantifying the realized benefits for a set of ecosystem services relevant to New England.  Finally, the 
working groups will use the approach they developed to create an outline for a possible research 
proposal. As the workshop concludes we will identify next steps and opportunities for groups to 
continue working together on research papers, proposals and other products.  

Objectives:  

The workshop goal is to advance the field of ecosystem service modeling to better estimate realized 
benefits to people by: 

• Sharing lessons from existing efforts in ES and other disciplines that can inform regional scale
modeling and estimating realized benefits

• Developing a general approach to creating utility functions
• Outlining research plans for four specific ecosystem services
• Working collaboratively to set stage for future work
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Outcomes 
• Two commissioned studies to inform the workshop and publish afterward.
• Outline for conceptual/review paper
• Research plans for four collaborative research projects
• Enduring working groups focused on modeling ecosystem service benefits
• Insights for the S3 RCN’s work to quantify the impacts of future land use scenarios on ecosystem

services

AGENDA 

WEDNESDAY, MAY, 2016 

3:00 pm Check-In Begins at the front desk 

5:00 pm Welcome Reception  

7:00 pm Dinner in Private Dining Room 

THURSDAY, MAY 19, 2016 

7:30 am Breakfast in Main Dining Room 

8:30 am  Welcome and Challenge 
Taylor Ricketts, The Gund Institute of Ecological Economics, University of Vermont 

8:45 am Introduction to the S3 RCN: The challenge of modeling future ecosystem services 
and beneficiaries 
Kathy Fallon Lambert, Harvard Forest 
Jonathan Thompson, Harvard Forest 

9:00 am Participant Introductions 

SESSION 1: Challenges of Linking Ecosystem Service Models to Beneficiaries 

9:15 am Keynote - Bringing it Home: What’s Needed to Link Ecosystem Service Supply with 
Value to Beneficiaries           Stephen Polasky, 
College of Biological Sciences, University of Minnesota 

10:00 am 5 case studies, linking nature with well-being, from ES, health, poverty literatures 

1. Delivery of ecosystem service benefits to people: a review of the state of science –
Lisa Mandle, Natural Capital Project, Stanford University
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2. Flooding in the Otter Creek - Keri Watson, University of Vermont

10:45 am Small Group Discussion: Lessons Learned 

11:05 am Case Studies Continue 
3. The response and value of linked terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem services in

New England as climate and land use change – Wil Wolheim and Christina 
Foreman, University of New Hampshire  

4. Valuing the recreational demand for clean water using social media -- Bonnie
Keeler, University of Minnesota, Natural Capital Project 

5. Pollination -- Eric Lonsdorf, Franklin and Marshall College

12:30 pm Buffet Lunch 

1:30 Small Group Discussion 

SESSION 2: Moving Forward 

2:00 pm Keynote - Getting to People: Measuring how ecosystem services confer benefits to 
society      Elena Bennett, McGill 
School of the Environment, McGill University 

2:45 pm Group discussion of general approach for linking services to beneficiaries based on 
lessons learned 

3:15 Break 

3:30 pm Working Groups - 1st Activity: build detailed approach for linking services and 
beneficiaries for each of 3-4 ecosystem services important to New England (Water 
supply, flood control, recreation (tourism and economic), and health benefits 

5:00 pm Adjourn 

5:30 pm Group hike or free time 

6:30 pm BBQ Dinner at Orchard Cove House 

FRIDAY, MAY 20th, 2016 

SESSION 3: Working Session  

**Please check-out before breakfast** 

7:30 am Breakfast in Main Dining Room 

8:30 am Report Back: Where we are so far (5 mins from each team) 
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9:00 am Working Groups – 1st Activity, continues 

10:00 am Working Groups – 2nd Activity, Develop outline for potential research proposal 

12:30 pm Buffet Lunch 

SESSION 4: Next Steps 

1:30 pm Group Discussion: Building up the general framework – what are the key elements and 
how do we draw those out? Build a research agenda for the future. 

2:30 pm Next steps 
Group paper on general concepts 
Papers for commissioned studies 
Continuing working groups 
Workshop evaluations 

3:30 pm Adjourn, small groups continue work as interested and able 

*Hike, beer tasting, and dinner (with reservations) for those staying after 3:30*
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Workshop Presentations and Discussions 
Keynotes ..............................................................................................................................9 

#1 Bringing it Home: What’s Needed to Link Ecosystem Service Supply with 
Value to Beneficiaries – Steve Polasky, University of Minnesota ..............................9 
#2 Getting to People: Measuring How Ecosystem Services Confer Benefits to 
Society – Elena Bennett, McGill University ...............................................................22 

Case Studies: ....................................................................................................................32 
#1: Linking Ecosystems to Benefits to People: Is Ecosystem Service Science 
Fulfilling Its Promise? – Lisa Mandle, Natural Capital Project, Stanford .............32 
#2: Accounting for Beneficiaries in Flood Mitigation Services: A Case Study from 
Middlebury, VT – Keri Watson, UVM ......................................................................42 
#3: Exploring the Value of Ambient Water Quality .................................................49 
A.) Coupled Terrestrial and Aquatic Regional Responses to Land Use Change and 

Climate Variability – Wil Wolheim; 
B.) Hedonic Value of Ambient Water Quality: The Case of Merrimack River 

Watershed – Maria Christina Jolejole-Foreman 
#4: What is Clean Water Worth?  Evidence from Minnesota on the Value of Clear 
Lakes and Clean Water – Bonnie Keeler, Natural Capital Project, University of 
Minnesota ......................................................................................................................58 
#5: Pollination Services – Eric Lonsdorf, Franklin and Marshall College, Gund 
Institute .........................................................................................................................68 

Comments and Questions from Small Group Discussions ...........................................79 

Workgroup Report-Backs: .............................................................................................79 
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#3: Water Quality .........................................................................................................81 
#4: Health ......................................................................................................................82 

Group Research Ideas Coming out of the Workshop – A Brainstorm:......................83 
#1: “Ecosystem service assessments that do not begin with specific beneficiaries 
get the wrong answer.” ................................................................................................83 
#2: Prove that ecosystem services and green infrastructure are a good 
replacement for pipes, pumps and filters (in the context of a concrete place and 
action.) ...........................................................................................................................84 
#3: Expanding the tool box for decision-making processes around ecosystem 
services ..........................................................................................................................84 
#4: Short-cuts to evaluate the ecosystem services in the way that beneficiaries care 
about them ....................................................................................................................84 
Proposed follow-up activities by  the Flood Control, Recreation, and Water Quality 
Workgroups...........................................................................................................................85
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KEYNOTES:		
#1:	Bringing	it	Home:	What’s	Needed	to	Link	Ecosystem	Service	Supply	with	Value	to	
Beneficiaries	-	Steve	Polasky,	University	of	Minnesota	

Linking ecosystems and human well-being: 

• Ecosystems and biodiversity are essential for human well-being.
• Ecosystem services are the benefits provided by ecosystems that contribute to making human life both

possible and worth living
• Essential components ecosystem services are:

o Production of services (ecosystems)
o Contributions to human well-being

• Valuing ecosystem services requires integration of natural and social sciences
• There are not missing pieces of technology or know-how to do this, but sometimes different thinkers

don’t link up or talk to put the pieces together.
o Our work is to try to strengthen those links and make them visible and quantifiable.

• Linkages:
o Policy decisions create incentives for firms or individualsà
o Firm/individual actions/impacts influence ecosystemsà
o Ecological production functions lead to an understanding of ecosystems in terms of ESà
o Valuation translates ES into benefits for people
o There is potential for feedback based on the use of benefits to go to policy-making and individual

decision-making
• Measuring value:

o Value can be measured using different endpoints, monetary measure of value, i.e. “willingness to
pay” (WTP) being one of them

§ Economic valuation attracts attention
§ However, there are ways to measure what the benefits are, regardless of whether dollar

values are assigned (i.e. health and quality of life measures)
• Taking benefits and beneficiaries seriously

o Links to beneficiaries require as much attention as do environmental impacts and ecological
production functions

• Current status of links (ecosystemsàservicesàbeneficiariesàmanagement)
o Often the chains in the linkages do not align
o Failure to communicate – just identifying WTP is only a thought experiment if it is not linked to

decisions, land use, who benefits or who pays and how much
• Often multiple ES and drivers are linked in reality
• “Who benefits and how much?” is a key question to connect the services to beneficiaries

Conversation	around	Steve’s	presentation	
• Ecosystem service flows are modeled as if they go directly to users.  How should we include other

relevant inputs, such as labor and capital? 
o In order to do valuation, we also have to know what the other vectors are.  While doing valuation,

we should make explicit the other elements that are at play—for example, the value of water for 
irrigation or improving water supply in drought times to downstream users.  It is also important to 
consider infrastructure, such as pipes or irrigation equipment and canals needed to deliver the 
service.  It is rarely strictly natural capital that determines the value of a service. 
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o What are we holding constant? Are we only changing the ecosystems and not considering
adjustments in human response?

• We are focused on valuing services.  What do we need to be alert to if we go down a single ES track?
o Historically we worried about ES that had market values and not those that did not.  If we expand

our conception to include ES that do not have market values, do we necessarily improve
outcomes?  How do actions affect multiple services?  This is a very important question to
consider in break-outs.

• Is having a management decision required to determine a link between a service and beneficiaries?
o Less interested in hypothetical ES context and more interested in context with real decision-

makers
o What are the real decisions on the table?  An understanding of these decisions is needed to

determine what the real linkages are.
o In many cases, it is not clear what people think their choices are.

• Environmental economics is largely focused on CBA/program evaluation…
o One the one hand, understand people who want inclusive wealth measures at macro scales (like

WAVES project at WB).  But that is less exciting because it is not tied to what decisions are
being made at what levels.  Many of those exercises are ecology-free.  What management
improves when we get macro analyses right?
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Bringing	it	Home

What’s	 Needed	 to	Link	Ecosystem	Service	 Supply	

with	Value	 to	Beneficiaries

Steve	Polasky

University	of	Minnesota

The Millennium 
Ecosystem 
Assessment (2005)
Ecosystems and 
biodiversity are 
essential for human 
well-being

Linking	ecosystems	and	human	well-being

• Ecosystem	services	are	the	benefits	provided	
by	ecosystems	that	contribute	to	making	

human	life	both	possible	and	worth	living

• Essential	components

– Production	of	services	 (ecosystems)

– Contributions	to	human	well-being

• Valuing	ecosystem	services	requires	

integration	of	natural	and	social	sciences

Incentives

Actions/Impacts

Ecological        
production 
functions

Linkages

Valuation

Other 
considerations

Benefits to people

Decisions by firms 
and individuals

Policy 
decisions

Ecosystems

Ecosystem 
services

Feedback to 
decision-makers

Feedback	to	

firms	and	

individuals
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Economic	valuation	attracts	attention

Vertical	Lightning	At	Sunset" 	by	Chris tian	Meyn

FreeDigitalPhotos .net

$
But	is	only	part	of	the	story….

Beneficiaries

Ecosystem 
attributes

Ecosystem 
services ValueInformation

Ecosystem	services:	the	benefits	that	people obtain	
from	ecosystems

What ecosystem variables
determine the provision of 
ecosystem services?
(Ecological Production Function)

Beneficiaries

Management
Ecosystem
attributes

Environmental 
impact

Ecosystem 
services ValueInformation

Ecosystem	services:	the	benefits	that	people obtain	
from	ecosystems

How do different choices
affect ecosystem attributes?

Taking	benefits/beneficiaries	 seriously

• Links	to	beneficiaries	 and	 to	values	 require	as	much

attention	as	do	environmental	 impacts	and

ecological	 production	functions

• Key	questions:

– Who	potentially	benefits?

– How	much?
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Current	status	of	links

Beneficiaries

Management
Ecosystem
attributes

Environmental 
impact

Ecosystem 
services ValueInformation

Current	status	of	links

Valuation

Ecological production function

Links	in	the	chain	often	do	not	align

Economic	valuation	not	 linked	 to	ecologyEcological	research	not	linked	 to	

(a) Decisions

(b) Beneficiaries

Failure	to	communicate…

• Water	quality	studies:	impact	of	agricultural	

runoff	 on	nutrient	 loadings	

• Endpoint	 is	nutrient	 concentration	 (no	link	to	

health,	 well-being…)	
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Failure	to	communicate….

Source:	Richardson	and	Loomis.	2009.	The	total	economic	value	of	threatened,

endangered	and	 rare	species:	An	updated	meta-analysis. 	Ecological	Economics	68:	1535- 1548

Examples	 of	complete	 links

Links	from	land	use	to	value

• Ecological	production	function:

– Forest-based	pollinators	increased	coffee	yields	by	20%	
within	1	km	of	forest

– Pollination	also	improved	coffee	quality

• Beneficiaries:	coffee	 producers

• Valuation:	Market	prices	for	coffee	

• Results:	pollination	services	from	forest	fragments	translated	
into	$60,000	(U.S.)	per	year	for	one	Costa	Rican	farm	(2000-
2003)

• This	value	is	commensurate	with	expected	revenues	from	
competing	land	uses	and	far	exceeds	 current	conservation	
incentive	payments
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Economic	Valuation	of	Flood	Mitigation	Services:	

The	Value	of	Otter	Creek	Wetlands	and	

Floodplains	to	Middlebury,	VT

Watson	et	al. 	(Forthcoming…?)

Examples	 of	multiple	 links

(partially	complete)

Water	quantity	&	quality

Source:  Keeler et al. 2012 PNAS 
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Modeling	multiple	ecosystem	services	and	

tradeoffs	at	landscape	scales

Nelson et al. 2009. Frontiers in Ecology and Environment 7(1): 4–11. 

Willamette	Basin

Projected land use change 
in 2050 under the three
scenarios Outputs	through	time	
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Ranking	of	scenarios	depends	on	set	of	

ecosystem	services	considered

The	Impact	 of	 Land	Use	Change	 on	 Ecosystem	 Services,	

Biodiversity	and	 Returns	 to	Landowners:	

A	Case	Study	in	 the	State	of	Minnesota

Polasky,	Nelson,	Pennington,	 Johnson.	2011.	Environmental	and	Resource	 Economics	
48(2):	219-242	

Photo	by	Raymond	Gehman,	National	Geographic

Change	from	1992	to	2001	by	scenario:	

carbon	sequestration	
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Percentage	change	in	habitat	quality	for	

grassland	breeding	birds
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Change	 from	 1992	 to	2001	 by	scenario:	market	returns	 to	

agriculture,	 forestry,	urban	
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Annual	value	from	land	use	change	scenarios	1992-

2001

Actual land 
use

No ag 
expansion

No urban 
expansion

Ag 
expansion

Forest 
expansion

Conser-
vation

Change in total value: 
carbon, water quality, ag 
& forest production, 
urban using actual 
prices  (M1992 $)

$3,328 $3,407 $3,040 $2,742 $3,300 $3,380

Change in returns to 
landowners: ag & forest 
production, urban using 
actual prices  (M1992 $)

$3,320 $3,343 $3,027 $3,418 $3,292 $3,221 
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Avoiding	bridges	to	nowhere
Taking	benefits/beneficiaries	seriously,

taking	ecology	seriously

• Key	questions	(beyond	ecology):

– Who	potentially	 benefits?

– How	much?	

• Key	questions	(beyond	economics):

– What	is	the	environmental	impact	of	decisions?

– How	does	impact	affect	provision	of	 important	services?		

One	additional	linkage	to	consider…Policy

• Understanding	linkages	and	values	is	not	

sufficient	for	sustainable	management

• Provide	feedbacks/incentives	to	actually	

achieve	sustainable	management

The Millennium 
Ecosystem 
Assessment (2005)
Ecosystems and 
biodiversity are 
essential for human 
well-being
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Millennium	 Ecosystem	 Assessment Millennium	 Ecosystem	 Assessment

Markets,	 policy,	and	incentives

• Markets	provide	clear	 signals	of	value	 for	some	

goods	and	services

• Market	do	not	provide	clear	 signals	of	value	 for	most	

ecosystem	services

– Externalities

– Public	goods

• Needed:		policies	to	provide	public	goods

Additional	 important	consideration:

Distribution	of	benefits

• Who	benefits?

• Do	benefits	flow	to	advantaged	or	

disadvantaged	groups	in	society?
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Successfully	 linking	ecosystem	 service	

supply	with	value	to	beneficiaries

Successfully	linking	ecosystem	service	

supply	with	value	to	beneficiaries

A.K.A.	 “Nailing	 the	Beneficiaries”
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#2:	Getting	to	People:	Measuring	How	Ecosystem	Services	Confer	Benefits	to	Society	–	
Elena	Bennett,	McGill	University	
Our goal: “Linking models of biophysical ES supply with realized benefits to people at different temporal and 
spatial scales.” 

 

Four issues affect our ability to measure how ecosystem services confer benefits: 

1. Our mental models about how ES are produced are too simple. 
a. There are many other factors that make this messier: 

i. Beneficiaries can affect services directly 
ii. Beneficiaries can affect ecosystem function directly 

iii. Beneficiaries affect the direct and indirect drivers of change 
iv. Drivers of change affect services directly 
v. It is not always an obvious conclusion that the supposed “beneficiary’s” life is improved 

by receiving service 
b. What are the relationships between natural and human capitals in the co-production of ES?   

i. i.e., below certain amount of human capital, no recreation can be accessed 
ii. i.e., natural and human capital combine in determining corn yield, drinking water volume 

delivered, annual visitation counts to state parks, etc.  
2.  We (often) fail to disaggregate people in ways that matter to how they access services or the benefit 

conferred by accessing services 
a. different people have different needs and meet needs differently.  Arrow from beneficiary to well-

being is not always straightforward 
b. relevant factors: type of service, source of service, availability of a substitute, type of user, 

vulnerability to lack of service, infrastructure to access ES, infrastructure to benefit from ES 
c. need to understand how social system impacts service provision on beneficiaries and perceived 

benefits 
d. e.g. contrasts between “Mumbai group” (high crop services) and “Berlin group” (high regulated 

services).  “Berlin group” is comprised of high wealth communities that can externalize food 
production to poorer cities 

3. We (often) fail to understand the ways that different services in different situations might confer benefits 
differently 

a. Need to disaggregate ecology of services themselves 
b. What is the difference in the way benefits are conferred (which benefits, to whom) by services 

that are rival or non-rival, excludable or non-excludable? 
c. i.e. comparison of public and private values between mangroves and shrimp farms.  (greater net 

public benefit for protecting mangroves, but greater private benefit for shrimp farms) 
d. need to understand how the nature of the service impacts how it confers benefits 
e. Elasticity: the responsiveness of human well-being to changes in ES.  In some cases, high 

elasticity where HWB changes in relation to ES, and low elasticity, where HWB is more 
independent of ES.  (sometimes the relationship is linear, but can sometimes be asymptotic or 
hysteretic)  

f. Elasticity affected by context: availability of alternatives to ES, (non-ecosystem-based 
employment, imported food, social practices.)  Need to know ecological dynamics to understand 
relationship between services and HWB  

4. Metrics that go beyond monetary value are still being developed and understood 
a. Value of service, monetary outcome for beneficiaries, stated outcome, health outcomes, etc. 

i. Stated vs. revealed preferences  
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ii. Uni-dimensional HWB (monetary) to multi-dimensional (health, security, social 
relations) 

iii. Not just the metric but how we assess it (stated preference v. revealed preference) 
b. Benefit of interest really changes the map of where services are provided 
c. Challenge to understand how different metrics impact our understanding, and how those metrics 

interact with things like ES elasticity, the way services are produced by social-ecological systems, 
etc. 

 

• Importance of working with local stakeholders to understand the important questions before we start our 
research. 

• When do we need to disaggregate and when do we not need that detail? 
• How do we do ‘the whole circle’ in a way that isn’t superficial, or is superficial where we can afford to be 

superficial? 
 

Challenges as we move forward: 

1. ‘Do the whole circle’, consider feedbacks, integrate social and natural 
2. Understand how social factors (vulnerability, access, substitutes, social networks) influence the impact of 

service provision on benefits received 
3. Understand how natural factors (type of service, nature of service) influence the impact of service 

provision on benefits received. 
4. Continue to develop metrics and understanding of how the metrics chosen influence our understanding 

 

Conversation	around	Elena’s	presentation	
• Social-ecological systems framing is so important.  There is a fallacy of trickle-down benefits.  Access to 

technology, infrastructure, etc. change over time.  How do you draw boundary around that system?  How 
much do you need to know in order to make it tractable but comprehensive?  

o This becomes particularly important when facing the pressure not to mislead stakeholders who 
are looking to use findings to inform decision-making.  

• In Berlin/Mumbai example, is Mumbai a Berlin stakeholder?  How to integrate both models into overall 
well-being? The decisions of each group influence each other.   

o What about cities drive them into different categories, besides services?  
o The relationship between two is uni-directional.  Outputs of Berlin are not going back to Mumbai 

(i.e. clean water).  
• Do we need to revisit complex systems modeling to make it more mechanistic?   

o We know a lot of individual pieces well.  Complex systems literature is very helpful to improve 
non-linear understanding of components. 

• Natural capital does not exist in isolation.  Is this tendency a reflection of the growth of the field?  Partly 
to include natural capital after it had been externalized for so long.  Have we now matured enough to re-
integrate ourselves back into the wider scholarly field?  

o Natural capital has been really influential, but fear that now we are providing the wrong answers 
because of assumption that other sources of capital are well covered by others already.   

• Multiple metrics have been brought up in both keynotes.  In decisions with tradeoffs, what metrics are 
most useful to frame the most important tradeoffs?  In certain audiences, expressing in dollar terms makes 
it easier for them.  Others oppose framing in terms of dollars.   

o Who is your audience and what metrics will resonate with them?  The communication question is 
relevant, but the metric used to figure out the answer in the first place is also important. 
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• How do public health, education interventions and other disciplines quantify benefits of interventions in 
social-ecological benefits?  Do they lump them together or disaggregate, and how?  

o They do a lot of data validation of their models, and maybe there is a piece of ES community that 
is missing the step of validating the model?   

o We would need to incorporate program evaluation.  Paul Ferrero wrote paper about need to do 
more experiments and tracking of counterfactuals.  

o There are multiple methods to validate models  
o However, properties that we are measuring are (sometimes) emergent properties of a system, 

which makes analyzing a counterfactual difficult. 
o Risk profiling by insurance companies that disaggregate by different populations and health 

profiles could be instructive 
o Public policy interventions require so much stakeholder engagement that it is hard to model 

outside the context of the process.  
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Getting	 to	People:	
Measuring	 how	ecosystem	 services	

confer	benefits	to	society

Elena	 Bennett	
McGill	University	 	

J. 	Rieb

Benefit:	(n)	 an	advantage	or	profit	gained	from	something
Beneficiary:	(n)	 a	person	who	derives	advantage	from	something.

Our	goal:	“Linking	models	of	 biophysical	ES	supply	with	realized	
benefits	to	people	at	different	temporal	and	spatial	scales.”

J.	Rieb

1.	Our	mental	models	about	how	ES	are	 produced	are	 too	simple

2.	We	(often)	 fail	to	disaggregate	 people	in	ways	that	matter	 to	how	they	
access	 services	 or	the	 benefit	 conferred	 by	accessing	 services

3.	We	(often)	 fail	to	understand	the	 ways	that	 different	 services	 in	
different	 situations	might	confer	 benefits	differently

4.	Metrics	that	 go	beyond	$	are	 still	being	developed	and	understood

J.	Rieb

Four	issues	that	affect	our	ability	 to	measure	 how	
ecosystem	services	confer	benefits:

Modif ied	 from	Haines-Young	 and	Potschin
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Landscape	
Configuration Biodiversity Ecosystem	

Function	
Ecosystem	
Services	

Drivers	of	Change

Biodiversity

Ecosystem	Function

Ecosystem	Service

Beneficiary Well-being

The	Challenge

Better	 integrate	 the	natural	and	the	social	in	
our	understanding	of	the	production	of	

ecosystem	services

What	are	 the	 relationships	between	 natural	and	human	
capitals	 in	the	co-production	of	ES?
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Scale: U.S. counties across 10 states

ES indicator: Corn yield (tons ⋅ acre−1)1

Natural Capital: National Commodity 
Crop Productivity Index2

Human Capital: Fertilizer, chemicals 
(pesticides + herbicides), fuel, and 
labor (reported in $, to be standardized and added 
together)1

1U.S. Agricultural Census data
230 m national data layer from U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 

Scale: U.S. municipal water utilities

ES indicator: Volume of drinking 
water delivered to consumers (liters)1

Natural Capital: Water quality 
regulation capacity of watershed2

Human Capital: Water treatment 
expenses ($)1

1Reported by utilities and/or municipal governments
2Modeled using InVEST (see Ch. 2) 

Scale: U.S. state parks

ES indicator: Annual visitation count1

Natural Capital: Bird species 
richness2, area of bodies of water3, 
presence of iconic natural landmarks4

Human Capital: Length of trails1, 
length of roads1, presence of overnight 
camping facilities1

1Reported by parks and/or state agencies
2From U.S. breeding bird atlas data and/or eBird
3From U.S. National Land Cover Database
4From U.S. National Natural Landmarks list

2.	We	(often)	 fail	to	disaggregate	different	groups	of	
people	in	ways	that	matter	to	how	they	access	services	
or	the	benefit	conferred	by	accessing	services
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Beneficiary Well-being

Type	 of	service
Source	 of	service
Availability	of	a	substitute

Type	 of	user
Vulnerability	of	user	 to	lack	of	service
Acceptability	 of	a	substitute
Infrastructure	 available	to	access	 ES
Infrastructure	 available	to	benefit	 from	ES

Different	people	have	different	needs,	and	meet	needs	differently

Some	of	the	relevant	factors:

The	Challenge

Understand	how	social	system	(means	to	access	a	
services,	vulnerability	to	inability	to	access	the	
service,	access	to	substitutes,	etc.)		influences	the	
impact	of	 service	provision	on	beneficiaries	and	
perceived	benefits

Berlin
n=43
Ex.	cities:
-Nagoya
-Tokyo
-Rio	de	 Janeiro

Mumbai
n=65
Ex.	cities:
-Delhi
-Madras
-Indore

3.	We	(often)	 fail	to	understand	the	ways	that	different	
services	in	different	situations	might	confer	benefits	
differently

What	is	the	difference	in	the	way	benefits	are	conferred	
(which	 benefits,	to	whom)	by	services	that	are	rival	or	
non-rival,	excludable	or	non-excludable?
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Value 
(per hectare)

0

$2000

$4000

Mangrove Shrimp Farm

Coastal Protection 
(~$3,840)

Timber and Non-
timber products ($90)

Fishery nursery ($70)

Net: $2,000  
(Gross $17,900 
less costs of 
$15,900)

Pollution Costs (-$230)

Less subsidies (-$1,700)

Restoration (-$8,240)

Mangrove Conversion

Private Net Present Value per 
hectare

Mangrove:  $91

Shrimp Farm:  $2000

Public Net Present Value per 
hectare

Mangrove:  $1,000 to $3,600

Shrimp Farm:  $-5,400 to $200

Sourc e:  Mi l lennium Ec os ys tem 
As s es s ment; Sath i ratha i and Barbier 2001

Sourc e:  UNEP

The	Challenge

Understand	how	the	nature	of	the	service	impacts	how	it	
confers	 benefits.

Dawet	al. 	2016.	Ecology	and	Society

ES	Elasticity:	 the	 responsiveness	of	HWB	to	changes	 in	ES

Dawet	al. 	2016.	Ecology	and	Society
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4.	Metrics	still	being	developed	and	understood:	
value	of	service	($),	monetary	outcome	for	
beneficiaries,	stated	outcome,	health	outcomes,	etc.	

Uni-dimensional	 HWB	(monetary)	to	multi-dimensional	 (health,	 security,	 social	
relations)

Not	just	 the	metric	but	how	we	assess	 it	 (stated	preference	v.	revealed	
preference)

Benefit	of	interest	 really	changes	the	map	of	where	services	are	provided

Challenge:	

Understand	how	different	metrics	impact	our	understanding,	and	
how	those	metrics	interact	with	things	like	ES	elasticity,	the	way	

services	are	produced	by	social-ecological	systems,	etc.

Last	thoughts:	what	we’ve	 heard	so	far…

• Work	with	local	stakeholders	to	understand	the	important	
questions	before	we	start	our	research.

• When	do	we	need	to	disaggregate	and	when	do	we	not	need	that	
detail?

• How	do	we	do	‘the	whole	circle’	in	a	way	that	isn’t	superficial,	or	is	
superficial	where	we	can	afford	to	be	superficial?
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Challenges	 as	we	move	 forward:

1.	‘Do	the	whole	circle’,	consider	feedbacks,	integrate	social	and	
natural

2.	Understand	how	social	factors	(vulnerability,	access,	substitutes,	
social	networks)	influence	the	impact	of	service	provision	on	
benefits	received

3.Understand	how	natural	factors	(type	of	service,	nature	of	
service)	influence	 the	impact	of	service	provision	on	benefits	
received.

4.	Continue	to	develop	metrics	and	understanding	of	how	the	
metrics	chosen	 influence	 our	understanding
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CASE	STUDIES:	
#1:	Linking	Ecosystems	to	Benefits	to	People:	Is	Ecosystem	Service	Science	Fulfilling	Its	
Promise?		-	Lisa	Mandle,	Natural	Capital	Project,	Stanford	

• Review objectives: 
o How commonly, and for which services, do assessments of ecosystem services translate measures 

of ecosystem structure and function into benefits to people?  
o When they do, what metrics are being used, and are benefits assessed for different beneficiaries?  

Are mediating factors considered? 
o What conceptual and analytical steps make those linkages? 

• Ecosystem services are produced within social-ecological systems  
o we’re in agreement that getting beyond supply to service and value is important, don’t need to 

belabor this point.   
o This study uses a framework that divides supply and demand into two intersecting parts:  

§ a production function that translates ecosystem structure and function into supply 
§ a benefit or utility function translates the biophysical metrics of the service into value 

(monetary, health, or other) 
o Natural Capital Project aims to do better at getting relevant metrics of value and convened the 

group to work on this study to review the state of the literature with respect to these questions.  
• Methods: 

o Study aimed to assess where the field is putting its research efforts generally, not necessarily to 
capture the cutting edge 

o Web of Science search: TOPIC =  "ecosystem service*" OR "environmental service*“ + all 
papers from “Ecosystem Services” journal à ~12,000 papers 

o Randomly selected 1,000 papers 
o Eliminated: whole books, wrong kind of “environmental service,” reviews, conceptual 

frameworks, papers that otherwise did not assess at least some aspect of supply, service or value 
o Evaluated whether papers assessed aspects of: 1) ecosystem structure or function, 2) specific 

provisioning, regulating or cultural services (implied or realized), and/or 3) realized benefit 
o detailed scoring of papers to answer: 

§ Which services are assessed? 
§ Which metrics are used to characterize benefits? 
§ Are benefits disaggregated? 
§ Are mediating factors considered? 
§ What steps link ecosystem structure and function and value? 

• Results: 
o About ½ of papers that used “ES” in the way our study intended and assessed some aspect of ES 

supply or benefit assessed at least two of: 
§ Ecosystem structure or function 
§ Service  
§ Benefit for provisioning 
§ Regulating or cultural services 

o (for more detailed results see slides) 
• State of the Field: 

o A substantial number of ecosystem service assessments do go beyond supply to assess benefits in 
some way 

o Disaggregation of benefits across beneficiary groups and consideration of mediating factors are 
rare  

o Assessments of cultural services include less consideration of the ecological properties/processes 
that contribute to amount of benefit 
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o Assessments of regulating services less likely to reach service delivery or connect to other metrics 
of value  

o Way forward: fill gaps by connecting with expertise from other fields (e.g., engineering, public 
health) doing relevant work outside of “ecosystem services” umbrella 

• What makes a good assessment? 
o Understanding the parts contributing to ecosystem service value is at least as important as 

understanding total value (and maybe even more relevant for many decisions?) 
o Strongest papers: 

§ Quantify how changes in inputs to production and utility functions affect benefits à 
“delta nature,” “delta demand,” role of mediating factors  

§ Pay careful attention to who receives benefits, and how changes in benefits are 
distributed along meaningful dimensions 

 

Conversation	around	Lisa’s	presentation	
• Where would a typical invest study have fallen in terms of using all of the linkages? 

o Depending on how the area of study is defined, it might get you to service delivery, or precursor 
to service delivery 

o Getting to meaningful measures of value is often post-process step to invest model 
• Did you think of tapping into conservation finance world or other models that start on the demand side 

rather than supply side? 
o Those were very small number of papers that were included in our search  
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1S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

Lisa Mandle
Natural Capital Project, Stanford University
lmandle@stanford.edu

LINKING ECOSYSTEMS TO BENEFITS TO PEOPLE: 
IS ECOSYSTEM SERVICE SCIENCE FULFILLING ITS PROMISE?

La
st
	
Fo
re
st

2S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

Adrian	Vogl,	 Analisa Shields-Estrada,	 Becky	 Chaplin-Kramer,	 Brian	 Robinson,	Elena	 Bennett,	 Gregg	 Verutes,	
Gretchen	 Daily,	 Jeff 	Smith,	 Jesse	 Gourevitch,	 Justin	Johnson,	Laura	Sonter,	Leah	 Bremer,	 Matt	 Mitchell,	 Peter	
Hawthorne,	 Taylor	 Ricketts,	 Will	 Bierbower &	 thanks	to	many	 others	for	valuable	 input	along	 the	way!

Review	team:

Support	 from:

3S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

Ecosystem services are produced within social-ecological systems

Biophysical Human

Value
($ or other)

Adapted from Tallis et al. 2012 BioScience

Production 
function

Ecosys tem 
Structure
& Functions

Human locations 
& activities

Social 
preferences

Supply

Service

Benefit/utility
function

4S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

REVIEW OBJECTIVES
• How	commonly,	and	for	which	services,	do	assessments	 of	
ecosystem	 services	 translate	 measures	 of	ecosystem	
structure	 and	function	into	benefits	to	people?	

• For	analyses	 that	 do	capture	 an	aspect	 of	realized	 benefit,	
which	metrics	are	 used	and	are	 benefits	 assessed	 for	
different	 beneficiaries?	 How	 commonly	are	factors	
mediating	 those	benefits	 considered?	

• What	 are	 the	 conceptual	and	analytical	 steps	taken	 in	linking	
ecosystems	 to	the	benefits	 they	 provide?	
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5S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

METHODS
• Web	of	Science	 search:	 TOPIC	=	 "ecosystem	 service*"	 OR	
"environmental	 service*“	 +	 all	papers	from	“Ecosystem	 Services”	
journal	à ~12,000	papers

• Randomly	selected	 1,000	papers	

• Eliminated:	whole	books,	wrong	kind	of	“environmental	service,”	
reviews,	 conceptual	 frameworks,	 papers	that	 otherwise	 did	not	
assess	at	 least	 some	aspect	 of	supply,	service	or	value

• Evaluated	 whether	 papers	assessed	aspects	of:	1)	ecosystem	structure	
or	function,	2)	specific	provisioning,	regulating	or	cultural	services	
(implied	or	realized),	and/or	3)	realized	benefit

6S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

MILLENNIUM ECOSYSTEM ASSESSMENT 
CLASSIFICATION

(adapted	from	MA,	2003)

Provisioning	Services
Products 	obtained	from	

ecosystems

§ Food
§ Fresh	water
§ Fuelwood
§ Fiber
§ Medicine
§ Genetic	resources
§ Ornamental	resources

Regulating	Services
Benefits 	obtained	from	
regulation	 of	ecosystem	

processes

§ Climate	regulation
§ Air	 quality	regulation
§ Water	regulation
§ Water	purification
§ Crop	 pollination
§ Eros ion	control
§ Storm	 protection
§ Biological	control

Cultural	Services
Nonmaterial	benefits 	

obtained	from	 ecosystems

§ Spiritual	and	religious
§ Recreation	and	

ecotourism
§ Aesthetic
§ Inspirational	
§ Educational
§ Sense	of	place
§ Cultural	 heritage
…	and	others

Supporting	Services
Services 	necessary	for	the	production	of	all	other	ecosystem	services

§ Soil	formation § Nutrient	 cycling § Primary	 production

7S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

For	papers	assessing	at	least	two	of:	1)	ecosystem	
structure/function,	 2)	a	particular	service	(implied	or	realized),	
and	3)	realized	benefit:

1. Which	services	are	assessed?

2. Which	metrics	are	used	to	characterize	benefits?	
3. Are	benefits	disaggregated	 in	any	way?

4. Are	mediating	factors	that	affect	benefits	considered?

5. What	are	 the	steps	are	taken	between	 ecosystem	structure	and	
function	and	value?	

METHODS:DETAILED SCORING

8S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

EXAMPLE SERVICE CHAINS:

Food, fuel, fiber and other biomass

Crop pollination Eros ion control

Cultural services

Water purification
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9S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

Place (landscape, 
seascape, etc.)

Ecosys tem properties  or 
functions  affecting 
potential service 

provis ion

Service delivery
at relevant 
endpoint

(biophys ical)

Value

Mediating factors

Benefit to  people

10S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

1,000:	citations	selected

919:	full	text	accessed

52%	(475):	intended	use	of	“ES”	&	assessed	some	aspect	of	ES	supply	or	benef it

52%	(246):	assessed	at	least	two	of:	
ecosystem	structure	or	function,	service	( implied	or	realized),	or	

benef it	for	provisioning,	regulating	or	cultural	services

37%	(177):	“ecosystem	services”	only	as	framing/window	dressing

RESULTS:GOING BEYOND SUPPLY?

48%	(444):	reviews, conceptual	frameworks	or	other	papers	without	assessment	of		ES	
supply	or	benef it,	books,	or	other	use	of	“environmental	service”	

11S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

WHICH SERVICES ARE ASSESSED?

Provisioning	 services
Regulating	 services

Cultural	services

(53)

(46)
(43) (42)

(31)
(26) (24) (24)

(21)
(17)

(14) (12) (12) (10) (9) (7) (7) (6) (6) (4) (4) (3) (2) (1) (1) (1)
0

5

1 0

1 5

2 0

2 5

3 0

P
e
rc
e
n
t	
o
f	
p
ap
e
rs

Percent	(and	number)	of	papers	per	service

12S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

WHAT IS THE FURTHEST METRIC USED TO 
CHARACTERIZE BENEFITS?
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%

7
%

0 %

1 0 %

2 0 %

3 0 %

4 0 %

5 0 %

6 0 %
BIOPHYSICAL

BENEFIC IARY - OR	
DEMAND-WEIGHT ED	
QUALITY /QUAN TI TY 	

OF	 SERVICE MONETARY HEALTH	 OUTCOME
STATED/P ERCE IV ED	

WELL-BEING OTHER

Provis ioning	services 	(n=132) Regulating	services 	(n=207) Cultural	 services 	(n=87)
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13S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

ARE BENEFITS ASSESSED IN A 
DISAGGREGATED WAY AND HOW?
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ALONG	 OTHER	
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Provis ioning	services 	(n=132) Regulating	services 	(n=207) Cultural	 services 	(n=87)
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14S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016
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WHAT MEDIATING FACTORS ARE 
CONSIDERED?

15S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

WHAT STEPS ARE TAKEN WITHIN STUDIES?

2 0%

4%

11%

14%

13%

0%

26%

12%

11%

13%

11%

13%

2%

2%

23%

25%

15%
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14%
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Provis ioning	services 	(n=132)
Regulating	services 	(n=207)
Cultural	services 	(n=87)

16S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

THE STATE OF THE FIELD
• A	substantial	 number	 of	ecosystem	service	 assessments	 do	go	
beyond	 supply	 to	assess	 benefits	 in	 some	way

• Disaggregation	 of	benefits	 across	beneficiary	 groups	 and	
consideration	 of	mediating	 factors	are	 rare	

• Assessments	 of	cultural	 services	 include	 less	 consideration	 of	 the	
ecological	 properties/processes	 that	contribute	 to	amount	of	benefit

• Assessments	 of	 regulating	 services	 less	 likely	 to	reach	service	
delivery	 or	connect	 to	other	metrics	 of	value	

• Way	 forward:	 fill	 gaps	by	connecting	with	 expertise	 from	other	 fields	
(e.g.,	engineering,	 public	 health)	 doing	 relevant	work	 outside	 of	
“ecosystem	services”	umbrella
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17S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

900+ PAPERS LATER: 
WHAT MAKES A GOOD ASSESSMENT?

• Understanding	the	parts	contributing	to	ecosystem	service	value	
is	at	least	as	important	as	understanding	total	value	(and	maybe	
even	more	relevant	for	many	decisions?)

• Strongest	papers:
– Quantify	how	changes	 in	 inputs	 to	production	and	utility	 functions	
affect	benefits	à “delta	nature,”	“delta	demand,”	role	of	mediating	
factors	

– Pay	careful	attention	 to	who	receives	benefits,	and	how	changes	in	
benefits	are	distributed	 along	meaningful	dimensions

18S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

THANK YOU!

19S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

Provisioning	 services
(n	=	132)

Regulating	services	
(n	=	207)

Cultural	 services	
(n	=	87)

WHAT STEPS ARE TAKEN
ACROSS STUDIES?

20S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

Ecosys tems
Service

(Implied or realized) Value/Benefits

N=9
N=16

N=102

N=119

N=209

Turn into other figure 
and merge with 
previous?
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Furthest	metric	of	benefit:	provisioning	 services

Service

B iophysical Beneficiary- o r	d emand -
weigh ted 	 qual i ty/quan ti ty	
o f	 service

Monetary Heal th 	
ou tcome

Stated /
perceived 	 wel l -b ein g

Other

Food 	 (n =5 3 ) 2 2% 4% 60% 2% 11% 2%

Fiber	 (n =2 6 ) 1 5% 8% 58% 0% 12% 12%

Fuel 	 (n 	=1 0 ) 1 0% 1 0% 50% 10% 0% 20%

Fresh 	 water	 (n =2 4 	 ) 4 2% 4% 42% 0% 13% 4%

Furthest	metric	of	benefit:	regulating	services

Service

B iophysical Beneficiary- o r	d emand -
weigh ted 	 qual i ty/quan ti ty	
o f	 service

Monetary Heal th 	
ou tcome

Stated /
perceived 	 wel l -
b ein g

Other

Air	q ual i ty	 regu lation
(n=1 2 )

1 7% 8% 58% 0% 17% 0%

C l imate	 regu lation 	 (n=4 3 ) 3 7% 2% 52% 0% 10% 2%

Water	 regu lation 	 (timin g and 	amoun t)
(n =3 1 )

2 0% 0% 61% 0% 3% 6%

Water	 pu ri fication (n=4 6 ) 2 0% 7% 46% 0% 7% 4%

Ero sion 	con tro l 	 (n =2 4 ) 1 7% 4% 63% 0% 13% 0%

Regu lation o f	h uman 	d isease	 (n =6 ) 0% 1 7% 17% 0% 67% 0%

Bio lo gical 	 con tro l 	 (n =2 1 ) 8 1% 0% 10% 0% 10% 0%

Crop 	po l l in ation 	 (n =1 7 ) 5 3% 0% 24% 0% 6% 20%

Strom	 p ro tection 	 (n =7 ) 1 4% 1 4% 71% 0% 14% 0%

Furthest	metric	of	benefit:	cultural	 services

Service

B iophysical Beneficiary- o r	d emand -
weigh ted 	 qual i ty/quan ti ty	
o f	 service

Monetary Heal th 	
ou tcome

Stated /
perceived 	 wel l -b ein g

Other

Recreation and 	eco tou rism
(n=4 2 )

0% 1 7% 52% 2% 14% 10%

Other	 cu l tu ral 	 services
(n =4 5 )

2% 2 0% 33% 2% 38% 4%

Disaggregation	of	beneficiaries:	provisioning	 services

Service
None Regional ly	

(catego rical ly)
Sp atial ly By demograph ic	

d i fferen ces
Along	o ther	
d imen sion s

Food 	 (n =	5 3 ) 3 6% 1 5% 34% 6% 15%

Fiber	 (n =	2 6 ) 3 8% 8% 38% 4% 19%

Fuel 	 (n 	= 1 0 ) 4 0% 0% 30% 10% 30%

Fresh 	 water	 (n =	2 4 ) 3 3% 1 3% 33% 8% 21%
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Service
None Regional ly	 (catego rical ly) Sp atial ly By demograph ic	

d i fferen ces
Along	o ther	
d imen sion s

Air	q ual i ty	 regu lation
(n=1 2 )

2 5% 1 7% 50% 8% 8%

C l imate	 regu lation 	 (n=4 3 ) 4 4% 1 2% 23% 2% 19%

Water	 regu lation 	 (timin g and 	
amoun t)
(n =3 1 )

2 6% 1 3% 35% 6% 20%

Water	 pu ri fication (n=4 6 ) 3 7% 1 1% 33% 0% 22%

Ero sion 	con tro l 	 (n =2 4 ) 3 8% 2 1% 33% 0% 8%

Regu lation o f	h uman 	d isease	
(n =6 )

8 3% 0% 17% 17% 0%

Bio lo gical 	 con tro l 	 (n =2 1 ) 1 0% 5% 20% 0% 71%

Crop 	po l l in ation 	 (n =1 7 ) 7 6% 0% 12% 0% 12%

Strom	 p ro tection 	 (n =7 ) 4 3% 1 4% 57% 0% 0%

Disaggregation	of	beneficiaries:	regulating	services Disaggregation	of	beneficiaries:	cultural	 services

Service
None Regional ly	

(catego rical ly)
Sp atial ly By demograph ic	

d i fferen ces
Along	o ther	
d imen sion s

Recreation and 	eco tou rism
(n=	4 2 )

4 5% 1 2% 26% 12% 14%

Other	 cu l tu ral 	 services
(n 	=4 5 )

3 1% 1 6% 20% 29% 31%

Mediating	factors:	provisioning	 services

Service
None In frastru ctu re Vu lnerab i l i

ty
Access Id en ti ty Sub sti tu tab i l i ty Other

Food 	 (n =	5 3 ) 7 5% 1 1% 9% 9% 11% 2% 6%

Fiber	 (n =	2 6 ) 6 9% 1 9% 8% 8% 8% 0% 8%

Fuel 	 (n 	= 1 0 ) 7 0% 1 0% 10% 10% 20% 10% 0%

Fresh 	 water	 (n =	2 4 ) 5 4% 2 9% 8% 4% 17% 4% 0%

Mediating	factors:	regulating	services
Service None In frastru ctu re Vu lnerab i l i ty Access Id en ti ty Sub sti tu tab i l i ty Other

Air	q ual i ty	 regu lation
(n=1 2 )

7 5% 0% 8% 0% 17% 0% 8%

C l imate	 regu lation 	 (n=4 3 ) 9 1% 0% 2% 0% 9% 0% 0%

Water	 regu lation 	 (timin g and 	
amoun t)
(n =3 1 )

7 4% 6% 13% 6% 6% 10% 3%

Water	 pu ri fication (n=4 6 ) 6 7% 7% 4% 4% 7% 2% 4%

Ero sion 	con tro l 	 (n =2 4 ) 8 3% 4% 8% 0% 4% 0% 4%

Regu lation o f	h uman 	d isease	 (n =6 ) 5 0% 0% 33% 17% 33% 0% 0%

Bio lo gical 	 con tro l 	 (n =2 1 ) 9 5% 0% 0% 5% 5% 0% 0%

Crop 	po l l in ation 	 (n =1 7 ) 7 6% 0% 6% 6% 6% 12% 0%

Strom	 p ro tection 	 (n =7 ) 5 7% 2 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 14%
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Mediating	factors:	cultural	 services

Service None In frastru ctu re Vu lnerab i l i ty Access Id en ti ty Sub sti tu tab i l i ty Other

Recreation and 	
eco tou rism
(n=4 2 )

3 8% 2 1% 7% 38% 31% 10% 11%

Other	 cu l tu ral 	 services
(n =4 5 )

4 0% 2 2% 16% 20% 31% 2% 18%

30S3 RCN Workshop:  Movi ng Ecosyst em  Servi ce Model s  t o H um an Benef i t s  • May 19 - 20,  2016

WHAT STEPS ARE TAKEN WITHIN STUDIES?

2 0%

4%

11%

14%

13%

0%

26%

12%

11%

13%

11%

13%

2%

2%

23%

25%

15%

5%

14%

10%

11%

3%

31%

10%

0 % 5 % 1 0 % 1 5 % 2 0 % 2 5 % 3 0 % 3 5 %

P rovision in g	services	 (n =1 3 2 ) Regu latin g	 services	 (n =2 0 7 )

Cu l tu ral 	 services	 (n =8 7 )
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#2:	Accounting	for	Beneficiaries	in	Flood	Mitigation	Services:	A	Case	Study	from	
Middlebury,	VT	-	Keri	Watson,	UVM	

• A case study of the Otter Creek basin focusing on 3 cool beneficiary dynamics: 
o Flood mitigation is sensitive to beneficiaries 
o Interaction between zoning and ecosystem service 
o Beneficiaries determine spatial priorities 

• Approach 
o Scenarios of hydrographs without wetlands 

§ Wetlands prevent spiking in the hydrograph (e.g. flash floods) 
o Change in extent of flooding  
o Flooded structures 
o Value in terms of damages avoided 

§ Value extends to structures downstream, since wetlands regulate flow, whereas grey 
infrastructure often exacerbates flooding downstream 

o Mean annual value 
§ The wetlands save between $525,900 and $1,800,200 annually, depending on high or low   

Beneficiary dynamics: 

• Flood mitigation value is very sensitive to beneficiaries 
o Depending on population density 
o Interaction between zoning and ES: 

§ We are really good at planning for flood extents as they are currently predicted 
§ Planning acts as a complement to ES in a static model 
§ But, even a marginal change in services provided by ecosystems could have a big impact 

on planning and benefits garnered  
o Beneficiaries determine where service is most valuable 

§ Size of supply and size of demand both determine value 
 

Conversation	around	Kerri’s	presentation	
• analysis linking ES and planning is so important.  We tend to plan with mindset towards development and 

revenue, but making link to show the importance of ES to keep in mind for planning decisions is 
important 

• consideration of private land owners and their management decisions?  
o Also relevant to consider owners of valuable upstream parcels 

• Very tangible example because houses don’t move.  What about fuzzier distribution of benefits – i.e. algal 
blooms in Lake Champlain.  How does this affect property values and home owners near the bank? There 
is not as clear a distinction of who those beneficiaries are. That is a challenge for us to think about when 
estimating benefits to beneficiaries 

• The density of settlement in the floodplain is a proxy for demand.  But fundamentally defining demand in 
the future requires knowing the future floodplain, which is hard to do with climate change and sea level 
rise.  Example of demand visualized with floodplain emphasizes importance of uncertainty of future of 
demand  
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Accounting	 for	Beneficiaries	 in	Flood	

Mitigation	 Services:	 A	case	 study	

from	Middlebury,	 VT

Keri	Watson,	Taylor	Ricketts,	Gillian	Galford,	Steve	

Polasky,	and	Jarlath O’Neil-Dunne

Flood	mitigation	services

1. Case	study	of	the	Otter	Creek

1. 3	cool	beneficiary	dynamics
– Flood	mitigation	is	sensitive	to	beneficiaries

– Interaction	between	zoning	and	ecosystem	service

– Beneficiaries	determine	spatial	priorities

Case	Study
Middlebury

Rutland

Approach

• Hydrographswithout	 wetlands

• Change	in	the	extent of	flooding

• Flooded	structures

• Value	in	terms	of	avoided	damages

• Mean	annual	value

Biophysical	/	

Supply	Side

Beneficiaries	/	

Demand	Side
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Hydrograph														Extent																		Structures																Damages													Annual	Value Hydrograph														Extent																		Structures																Damages													Annual	Value

54	Structures

9	Structures

Hydrograph													 Extent																		Structures																Damages													Annual	Value

21	Structures

Hydrograph														Extent																		Structures Damages													Annual	Value
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Flooding	Depth

Flooding	Depth	 %	Loss $	Damage

Hydrograph														Extent																		Structures																Damages Annual	Value

$	100,600 $	626,600

$525,900	- $1,800,200

Hydrograph														Extent																		Structures																Damages Annual	Value

$	1,900,800

Hydrograph														Extent																		Structures																Damages													Annual	Value

$	75,000

$	534,000

$	459,000

-

=
$	75,000

$	201,000

$	126,000
=
-

Beneficiary	Dynamics
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1.)	Flood	mitigation	 value	 is	sensitive	 to	beneficiaries	

$9000

$5700

$5000

$100
(TEEB)

(Ming	et	 al.	)

(Thibodeau and	Ostro )

Upstream	service	and	local	zoning	

complement	each	other

If	no	buildings	are	in	a	flood	zone,	ES	

value	is	zero.

Planning	is	more	effective,	especially	

for	big	flood	events.

BUT,	we	have	planned	for	current	

conditions	à highly	vulnerable	to	

ecosystem	service	loss.

2.)	Interaction	 between	 zoning	and	ES

3.)	

Beneficiaries	

determine	

where	 service	

is	most	

valuable

• Flood	mitigation	 is	sensitive	to	beneficiaries

à Any	service	where	beneficiaries	are	spatially	defined

• Interaction	 between	planning	and	ecosystem	

service

à generally	true	?

• Beneficiaries	 determine	 spatial	priorities

à Any	service	where	beneficiaries	are	spatially	defined
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Meli l lo , 	 J. 	M ., 	T.	R ichmond 	and 	G.	Yohe (2 0 14 ).	C limate	Change	

Impacts	 in 	 th e	Un ited 	States:	 The	 Th ird 	National 	C l imate	

Assessmen t.	 Wash in gton ,	DC ,	U.S.	Global 	Change	Research 	

P ro gram:	 8 4 1 .	

Mu rray,	 Sh annon 	Doocy Amy	Dan iels	 Sarah ,	 &	K i rsch ,	Thomas	 D.	

The	 Human 	 Impact	 o f	Flood s:	a	Histo rical 	Review	 o f	Even ts	 1 9 8 0-

2 0 0 9 ... 	h ttp ://cu rren ts.	p lo s.	o rg/d isasters/article/th e-human -

impact-o f-flo od s-a-h is. 	

FAO-UNESCO,	 So i l 	Map 	o f	 th e	Wo rld ,	d igi ti zed 	b y	ESR I. 	So i l 	

cl imate	 map ,	USDA-NRCS,	 So i l 	 Scien ce	 Division ,	Wo rld 	So i l 	

Resou rces,	 Wash in gton 	D.C .
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Arne	Bomblies (UVM)

Paul	Marangelo (TNC)	

Kim	Greenwood	(VNRC)

Michael	Coe	(UVM)

Chandlee Keirstead (USGS)

Richard	Kiah (USGS)

USDA- McIntire-Stennis

Crea Lintilhac Foundation
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#3:	Exploring	the	Value	of	Ambient	Water	Quality	
Coupled	Terrestrial	and	Aquatic	Regional	Responses	to	Land	Use	Change	and	Climate	Variability	-	
Wil	Wolheim,	UNH		

• Overarching Objective: Measure and model dynamic ecosystem functions and services across 
New Hampshire, elicit preferences for those dynamic ecosystem services over space and time, 
and evaluate current and potential future trade-offs. 

o Land use and climate are changing 
o Need to measure responses: continuous measurements are needed (e.g. temporally 

sensitive, snow melt period, storm events, as these are understudied.) 
• Research question: What is the coupled terrestrial and aquatic response to changing climate and 

land use in New England?  
• Linked models so predicted responses among terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems are consistent 
• Model Characteristics:  

o Spatial Domain – Merrimack and Great Bay, New England, USA 
o Temporal Domain – 1980-2100 
o River network routes, mixes, and processes constituent inputs 

§ Upstream influences downstream 
§ Aquatic processes accumulate 

o Quantify response as regional (watershed) scale 
o Parameterized a priori, and tested with observations 

• Temporal variation in a high-emissions and a low-emissions scenario 
• Coupled responses 

o Variation in change of backyard amenities in a high-emissions scenario as compared to 
contemporary conditions occurred concurrently (some amenities increased while others 
decreased.) 

 
Hedonic	Value	of	Ambient	Water	Quality:	The	Case	of	Merrimack	River	Watershed	-	Maria	
Christina	Jolejole-Foreman,	UNH	

• Case study demonstrates how social scientists can make use of very rich scientific data derived 
from advanced biogeophysical modeling. 

• Question: what effect would protecting water quality have on property tax revenues? 
o Property tax values have other policy implications, such as for education funding. 

• Development or conversation of natural land uses results in the loss of watershed services 
o Has implications for policy design 

• One economic method of studying the value people place on local environmental quality is 
through the analysis of real estate transactions via hedonic property valuation models. 

• Assumption: relationship between residential homeowner utility functions and ambient water 
quality within their local watersheds. 

• Nordstrom 2007 shows that a large fraction of spending in NH is related to water-based 
recreation and that tourists’ decisions to visit water bodies are sensitive to water quality.   

o Loss in water quality could result in substantial loss in sales, income, and jobs. Watershed	
quality	monitoring	and	preservation	policies	are	therefore	of	particular	importance	at	the	local	
level,	and	their	deterioration	can	have	negative	consequences	on	local	residents.		

• The Merrimack Watershed is likely to face significant private forest clearing due to increased 
housing density and large changes in water quality (Stein et al. 2009). 
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• Analysis: 
o MLS Data (2015-April 2016) – N=2005 properties for Concord, Manchester and Nashua 
o Water Access Sites within 3 miles of home – Granit NH Data Sets 
o Water Quality Data (grids) 

§ discharge (m3/s) 
§ dissolved inorganic nitrogen ("PostConcDINd", mg/L) 
§ average number of days that water quality is impaired per year for each grid cell (2000-

2014) 
• Model: 

o Price of residential property is regressed on its characteristics (Structural, Environment, Location) 
to determine the value consumers place on the characteristics that comprise of differentiated good 
(Feenberg and Mills, 1980) 

o Thus, the model basically estimates the marginal implicit price of each characteristic. 
o Spatial autocorrelation 

• The results showed a significant relationship between nearby water quality and property values 
o The estimated models indicate that an additional m3/s of discharge has a negative impact on 

average housing prices within the watershed of $597. Correspondingly, a one-unit change (mg/L) 
in the dissolved inorganic nitrogen, a water quality attribute that manifests itself as a contributor 
to eutrophication, also has a negative impact on average housing prices in the watershed of 
$1,807 to $1,923.  

• Conclusion: 
o Benefit- cost analyses of water protection programs, that is protecting water quality may have a 

positive effect on property tax revenues; 
o Demonstrate to owners of properties with water access that it is in their own interest to take 

actions to protect water quality. 
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Exploring	the	Value	of	
Ambient	Water	Quality

S3	RCN	Workshop	III	at	UVM:	Moving	Ecosystem	
Service	Models	to	Human	Benefits

May	19,	2016;	Shelburne	Farms,	Vermont

Two	Parts

• BiogeophysicalModel	(Wollheim)

• Hedonic	Value	Model	(Foreman)

COUPLED	 TERRESTRIAL	AND	AQUATIC	REGIONAL	RESPONSES	
TO	LAND	USE	CHANGE	AND	CLIMATE	VARIABILITY

Wilfred	Wollheim,	 Shan	Zuidema,	 Nihar Samal,	
Zaixing Zhou,	Rob	Stewart,	 Cameron	Wake

S3	RCN	WORKSHOP	II I :	Moving	
Ecosystem	Service	Models	 to	

Human	Benefits	
2016-05-19
Burlington,	 VT

Department	of	Natural	Resources	and	Environment,	and	Earth	
Systems	Research	Center

University	of	New	Hampshire

Environmental
Sensor	Network

Modeling	of	Ecosystems

Overarching	Objective:	Measure	and	model	dynamic	ecosystem	
functions	 and	services	across	 New	Hampshire,	elicit	
preferences	for	those	dynamic	ecosystem	services	over	space	
and	time,	and	evaluate	current	and	potential	future	trade-offs.

NH	EPSCoR Ecosystems	&	Society
Research	Integration

Scenarios	&	
Ecosystem	Valuation
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Research	Question:
What	is	the	coupled	terrestrial	and	aquatic	response	to	changing	
climate	and	land	use	in	New	England?		

NH	EPSCoR Ecosystems	&	Society
Research	Integration

Linked	models	so	predicted	 responses	among	
terrestrial	 and	aquatic	ecosystems	are	 consistent
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Model	Characteristics
• Spatial	Domain	– Merrimack	and	Great	

Bay,	New	England,	USA
– Grid	Resolution	 ~1.5	x	 1.5km

• Temporal	Domain	– 1980-2100
– Resolution	– daily

– AGGREGATED	 TO	 ANNUAL

• River	network	routes,	mixes,	and	
processes	constituent	inputs
– Upstream	 inf luences	 downstream
– Aquatic	 processes	 accumulate

• Quantify	response	at	regional	
(watershed)	scale	

• Parameterized	a	priori,	and	tested	with	
observations

Study	Domain	and	Sensor	Network

Model	
Performance
(summer	 predicted	

vs.	observed)
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Spatial	Variation	(Contemporary)
Runoff Nitrogen	Removal

Water	Temp.	 Impairment Chloride	 Impairment

NEP	or	Carbon	Storage

NPP	or	Timber	Production

g	C 	m- 2 yr - 1 mm	yr - 1 %	Removed

Days	above	1 0 8 	mg	L-1
Days	above	2 5 	oC

g	m- 2 yr- 1

Temporal	
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Hedonic	Value	of	Ambient	
Water	Quality:	The	Case	of	
Merrimack	 River	Watershed
Maria	Christina	 Jolejole-Foreman,	 Will	Wolheim

and	 Kelly	Cullen
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“Every	day,	we	use	materials	from	the	
earth	without	thinking,	for	free.	But	what	
if	we	had	to	pay	for	their	true	value:	
would	it	make	us	more	careful	about	what	
we	use	and	what	we	waste?”	
– Economic	Invisibility	of	Nature	by	Pavan Sukhdev

Background

• Development	 or	conversion	 of	
natural	 land	uses	 results	 in	the	loss	
of	watershed	 services	 (Schueler and	
Holland,	2000;	Atasoy et	 al.,	2006).	

• So	what?	 Policy	design

Background
• One	economic	 method	of	studying	the	value	people	place	

on	local	environmental	quality	is	through	the	analysis	of	
real	estate	transactions	via	hedonic	property	valuation	
models.

• Assumption:	relationship	between	residential	homeowner	
utility	functions	and	ambient	water	quality	within	their	
local	watersheds.

– ~$400	million	or	26%	of	summer	
spending	in	NH	is	associated	with	
fishing,	swimming	and	boating	activity	
(Nordstrom,	2007)

– Half	 to	two-thirds	of	visitors	to	a	
particular	 water	 body	would	decrease	
or	cease	 their	visiting	days	if	they	
perceived	 a	decline	in	water	 quality	or	
purity	at	 a	particular	 site	 (Nordstrom,	
2007)

– $51M	Loss	in	sales,	$18M	Loss	in	
income,	and	>800M	lost	jobs	
(Nordstrom,	2007)
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Rationale

• Suburb	growth	in	Southern	New	
Hampshire	(Ken	Johnson,	2008)
– Merrimack	Watershed	is	ranked	1	in	US	

in	terms	of	total	acreage	of	private	forest	
projected	to	experience	increased	
housing	density	(Stein	et	al.,	2009)

– Merrimack	watershed	is	ranked	4	in	the	
US	that	could	experience	that	largest	
changes	in	water	quality	as	a	result	of	
increases	in	housing	density	on	private	
forest	land	(Stein	et	al.,	2009)

What	we	do?	 • MLS	Data	(2015-April	2016)	–
N=2005	properties	for	
Concord,	Manchester	and	
Nashua

• Water	Access	Sites	within	3	
miles	of	home	 – Granit	NH	
Data	Sets

• Water	Quality	Data	(grids)
– discharge	(m3/s)
– dissolved	inorganic	nitrogen	

("PostConcDINd",	mg/L)
– average	 number	of	days	water	

quality	is	impaired	per	year	for	
each	grid	cell	(2000-2014)

Model

• Price	of	residential	property	is	regressed	on	its	characteristics	
(Structural,	Environment,	Location)	to	determine	the	value	
consumers	 place	on	the	characteristics	that	comprise	of	
differentiated	good	(Feenberg and	Mills,	1980)

• Thus,	the	model	basically	estimates	the	marginal	implicit	
price	of	each	 characteristic.

!"#= 	&' + 	)* +	+, +-

Model

• Spatial	Autocorrelation	(Lesage	and	Pace,	2009)

!"# = 	&' + 	)*+ 	+, + ./ !"# + -
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Results

Annual	
D ischarge	

Model	 (m3/s)

Summer	
D ischarge	

Model	 (m3/s)

Annual	
D issolved	
Inorganic	

Nitrogen	(mg/L)

Summer	
D issolved	
Inorganic	
Nitrogen	
(mg/L)

Number	 of	
Days 	Water	
Quality	is 	
Impaired	 Per	

Year	
(Days/Year)

Water	Quality	Measure -0.00168 -0.00249** -0.00801** -0.00753* -0.00819**
(0.0002) (0.0025) (0.0037) (0.0034) (0.0055)

Pct	Conserved	Land	Within	3	mile	Radius 	of	Home 1.241* 1.237* 1.749* 1.352* 2.924***
(1.0150) (1.0150) (1.4250) (1.2810) (1.0890)

WQ	Measure	x	Pct	Conserved	Land	Within	3	mile	
Radius 	of	Home -0.00054 -0.0087* -0.00546*** -0.00383*** -0.00165*

(0.0063) (0.0067) (1.3650) (1.2460) (0.0109)
Observations 1,998 1,998 1,998 1,998 1,998
R-squared 0.497 0.497 0.496 0.496 0.495

Conclusion

• Benefit- cost	analyses	of	water	 protection
programs,	 that	 is	protecting	water	 quality	may
have	a	positive	effect	on	property	 tax	revenues;

• Demonstrate	 to	owners	of	properties	with	water	
access	that	 it	is	in	 their	own	interest	 to	take	
actions	to	protect	water	 quality.

Water	Quality	Attribute
Sample	Mean Coefficient	

Estimate
Average	sample	Home	

Price
Marginal	 Implicit	

Price
Annual	Discharge	Model	 (m3/s) 3693.8525 ns 240104.6 na

Summer	 Discharge	Model	(m3/s) 2583.91672 -0.00249 240104.6 -$597.86

Annual	Dissolved	Inorganic	Nitrogen	(mg/L) 0.7921061 -0.00801 240104.6 -$1,923.24

Summer	 Dissolved	Inorganic	Nitrogen	(mg/L) 0.7072937 -0.00753 240104.6 -$1,807.99

Number	of	Days 	Water	Quality	is 	Impaired	Per	Year	
(Days/Year)

30.29203 -0.00819 240104.6 -$1,966.46

Thank	You!

Model	Test	 – Time	 Series

W
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Modeled
Observed
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Model	Test	 – Regional	 Predictions
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#4:	What	is	Clean	Water	Worth?	Evidence	from	Minnesota	on	the	Value	of	Clear	Lakes	and		
Clean	Water	–	Bonnie	Keeler,	Natural	Capital	Project,	University	of	Minnesota		

• How to value clean water when there is not a market? 
o What is the value of clear lakes to recreationists?  
o Integrate biophysical and economic modeling 

• Prioritization or risk assessment: 
o Future risk of incurring costs related to groundwater nitrate contamination.  
o Risk is estimated as the product of threat, vulnerability, and exposure.  
o Threat is quantified as the percent change in fertilized acres of cropland between 2007 

and 2012 (NASS). 
o Vulnerability is quantified as the average groundwater contamination vulnerability 

(Porcher 1989). 
o Exposure is quantified as the number of households in each county that rely on 

groundwater, normalized by county area and log transformed (Maupin et al. 2014).  
• Valuation approaches 

o Market valuation 
§ Market price vs. avoided damages 

o Non-market valuation 
§ Revealed preference (hedonic pricing and travel cost) vs. stated preference 

(contingent valuation and choice modeling) 
• Used Flickr data to measure lake visits 

o Tracked visits and trip times from home locations of Flickr users 
• What is the value of clear lakes? 

o A 1m increase in clarity à 56 min travel time à ~$22/trip 
• Mainstreaming the value of water 

o How can we use these studies to better communicate the value of water? 
o where can these values be used in policy or decision-making?  
o What is the equivalent of the PUC ruling for clean water? 
o Institutionalize value of water 

• Where to invest in ES depends on values 
o Depending on whether the priority is drinking water, recreational use value, or addressing 

gulf hypoxia (outside of watershed area), watersheds to prioritize differ significantly. 
 
Conversation	around	Bonnie’s	presentation	

• Did you garner other demographic info from social media surveying of users/recreationists?  
o Working on that now 

• Methods for measuring benefits – how did you control for users of social media?  
o We understand the data source (Flickr) is biased.  Trying to understand the nature of the 

biases to better interpret the results that are coming out of studies.  Added a field about 
social media use in latest Iowa survey so we can compare survey results to social media 
data  

o However, even social media demography is changing so fast that it would be hard to 
control for these changing biases 
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§ We won’t get the deepest sophistication, but we can study a lot of places that 
don’t have data and wouldn’t be able to get data on a timeframe to deliver 
research to address policy questions 

o Can you control for ease of access to different water sources and cell service in boundary 
waters and other social media issues?  

• Did you have any insight about information flow?  For example, how do people know that the 
lake is clear when they decide to go there instead of somewhere else?  Are they really going to 
visit the lake, or are they going to visit Grandma, and then going to the lake incidentally?  
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WHAT is CLEAN WATER 
WORTH?

Evidence from Minnesota on the 
value of clear lakes and 

clean water 

Bonnie Keeler, Program Director & Lead Scientist
keeler@umn.edu
Natural Capital Project, University of Minnesota Keeler et al. PNAS 2012

Trout	angling

Nitrogen

Phosphorus

Sediment	(DOC)

Temperature

Toxins/Bacteria

Water	clarity/
Algal	blooms

Lake	&	river	f ishing

Swimming

Boating

Nature	viewing

Safe	drinking	water

Commercial	f ishing

Value	of 	lake	f ishing

Value	of 	swimming

Value	of 	boating

Value	of 	nature	viewing

Value	of 	trout	angling

Value	of 	avoided
sedimentation

Value	of 	avoided	death,	
illness	or	irritation

Value	of 	avoided	
water	treatment

Value	of 	commercial
f ishing

Fish	abundance	
and	productivity

Primary	driver Secondary	driver

Pest	or	parasite	
abundance Navigation

Action
Change in 

water quality
Change in ecosystem

good/service
Change in 

value

Hydropower

Keeler et al. 12 PNAS

Ecosystem	

Service

Change	in	

Constituent

Endpoint Change	in

Valued	Attribute

Beneficiaries Valuation Approach

Lake	
recreation

P Lakes Water	clarity Lake	recreationists

Lakeshoreproperty	
owners

Recreational	demand	model
Willingness	to	pay	for	recreation
Hedonic pricing

Clean	drinking	
water

N Sourcewater
treatment	
facilities

[Nitrate] above	
10ppm

Treatment	facility&	
taxpayers

Avoided treatment	costs	for	
nitrate

Clean	drinking	
water

N Groundwater [Nitrate] above	
10ppm

Well	owners Avoidance	costs	(bottled	water)
Remediation	costs(treatment)
Replacement	costs	(new	well)

Clean	drinking	
water

N Drinking	
water (surface	
or	
groundwater)

[Nitrate] Consumers,
particularly	at-risk	
subpopulations

Increased risk	of 	disease	*	value	
of 	statistical	life/health	
Avoidance	costs	

Commercial	
f isheries

N Bays,
estuaries,	
coasts

Fish	and	shellfish	
productivity

Fish and	shellf ish	
industry	and	
consumers

Fishery	rents
Value	per	unit	fish/shellfish

Coastal	
recreation

N Ocean	
beaches
and coasts

Extent,	
frequency,	or	
intensity	of	algal	
blooms

Coastal	
recreationists

Willingness	to	pay	for	recreation
Recreational	demand	model

Safecontact	
water

N	and/or	P Swimming
beaches

Prevalence	of 	
aquatic pests	and	
parasites

Swimmers Avoidancecosts
Irritation/health	costs

Non-usevalue Unspecif ied All aquatic	 Existenceor	 Non-users Willingness to	pay	for	existence	

Biophysical	Modeling Economic	Modeling
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Thre ats	Laye rs

• Developmen t
• C l imate	ch ange
• Water	u se
• Agricu l tu re

Agro-IBIS	 ModelMode l	 inpu ts

• So i l s
• C l imate
• Land 	u se
• Water	 u sers

Biophysical 	mode l	ou tpu ts

• Gridded 	water	b alan ce	
(scarci ty/abundan ce)

• Lo sses	 to 	 runo ff	and 	
groundwater

• Changes	 in 	water	qual i ty	
and 	qual i ty

• Agricu l tu ral 	p rodu ction

Biophysical	Modeling Economic	Modeling

Threats Change in Water Quality 
or quantity

Change in health, 
recreation, water use

Change in economic 
value

Mode l	ou tpu ts

• Value	o f	clean 	 water	 fo r	
recreation ,	 h eal th ,	 in du stry

• Co st-b enefi t	 assessmen ts
• Retu rn 	on 	 in vestmen t	

calcu lation s
• Spatial 	 p lann in g	map s
• P rio ri ty	areas	 fo r	

in terven tion s

Economic	mode l	 inpu ts

• Lo cation s	and 	p referen ces	 o f	
water	 u sers

Atmosphere

Land-Surface	
Model

Vegetation	
Model

(with	 agricultural	
crops)

Health	impacts

Social-Economic	Models

Recreation
( lakes,	rivers,	
trout	streams)

Dependencies	
and	risks	to	
water	users

INTEGRATED	MODELING

Threat Vulnerability Exposure Risk

X X =

0.0

1.0

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.2
0.3

0.1

Threat Vulnerability ExposureThreat Vulnerability Exposure Risk

X X =

0.0

1.0

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.2
0.3

0.1

Low	Risk

High	Risk

PRIORITIZATION	or	RISK	ASSESSMENT

+ +

VALUATION APPROACHES

Non-market	valuation
Market	

valuation

• Market

price

• Avoided

damages

Stated	

Preference

Revealed	

Preference	

• Hedonic	
pricing

• Travel	cost

• Contingent
Valuation

• Choice
modeling

The PRICE of POLLUTION
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Non-market	valuation
Market	

valuation

• Market

price

• Avoided

damages

Stated	

Preference

Revealed	

Preference	

• Hedonic	
pricing

• Travel	cost

• Contingent
Valuation

• Choice
modeling

VALUATION APPROACHES

Non-market	valuation
Market	

valuation

• Market

price

• Avoided

damages

Stated	

Preference

Revealed	

Preference	

• Hedonic	
pricing

• Travel	cost

• Contingent
Valuation

• Choice
modeling

VALUATION APPROACHES

STATE YOUR PREFERENCE…..

Non-market	valuation
Market	

valuation

• Market

price

• Avoided

damages

Stated	

Preference

Revealed	

Preference	

• Hedonic	
pricing

• Travel	cost

• Contingent
Valuation

• Choice
modeling

VALUATION APPROACHES
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WHAT are CLEAN LAKES 
WORTH?

Keeler et al. 2015
Frontiers in Ecol & Env

WHAT is the VALUE of CLEAR 
LAKES?

LAKE VISITS
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LAKE ROUTES WHICH FACTORS EXPLAIN LAKE VISITATION?

Population
Lake size
Lake clarity
Lake depth
Chlorophyll a
Phosphorus
Boat launch
BWCA
State parks
Invasive species

Keeler et al. 2015
Frontiers in Ecol & Env

1 m increase in 
clarity…

56 min travel time

$22 per trip

MAINSTREAMING 
the VALUE of WATER
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ARE WE MAKING SMART 
INVESTMENTS?

Every $1 invested in acquiring public 
land returns $1-6 in benefits

Kovacs	et	al. 	2011

A land conservation payment of $1,300 
yields public benefits of $1,700 to $6,400

Johnson	et	al. 	2016

Recreational use value

WHERE to INVEST in ES?

Gulf hypoxiaDrinking water

Lake	visitation	by	major	watershed

DEPENDS on VALUES…
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WHAT	IS	THE	SOCIAL	COST	OF	N?	

Threat Vulnerability Exposure Risk

X X =

0.0

1.0

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.2
0.3

0.1

Threat Vulnerability ExposureThreat Vulnerability Exposure Risk

X X =

0.0

1.0

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.2
0.3

0.1

Low	Risk

High	Risk

USING	BENEFICIAIRES	DATA	to	PRIORITIZE

+ +

Marginal 
Costs

NH3 NOx N2ONO3
-

$0
$100
$500

$10,000,000
$5,000,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$100,000
$50,000
$10,000
$5,000
$1,000

$50,000,000

$0
$0.0001
$0.0005

$10.00
$5.00
$1.00
$0.50
$0.10
$0.05
$0.01
$0.005
$0.001

$50.00

Total
Costs

QUANTIFYING CO-BENEFITS TNC	Conservation	ROI	Dashboard

28
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29

SUPPLY

source

transport

attenuation

ENDPOINT

DEMAND

exposure

vulnerability/sensitivity

preferences/value

Supply
f(source,	 transport,	 attenuation)

Endpoint

Demand
F(exposure,	 vulnerability,	 preferences)

WHAT is CLEAN 
WATER WORTH?

Food, fuel, 
fiber

Clean 
water

Recreation

Pollination

31
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#5:	Pollination	Services	–	Eric	Lonsdorf,	Franklin	and	Marshall	College,	Gund	Institute	
Who receives your contribution to natural capital? Using marginal value mapping to identify ecosystem 
service donors and their recipients 
 

• Objective: To provide reliable and economical pollination of crops by delivering context-specific 
recommendations  

• Alternatives: 
o Combined use of different pollinator species (wild and managed)  
o Habitat augmentation 
o Crop management practices 

• Pollination services 
o Specific example of ecosystem service 

§ Benefits provided to humans by natural ecosystems 
o Two key steps to quantifying them 

§ Ecological production function 
• Links ecology with service 

§ Economic valuation 
• Provides value of the service 

• Ecological Production: 
o Is the benefit of a pollinator enhancement worth its cost? 

§ Abundance of pollinators of landscape (supply) à 
§ Fly to pollinate crops à 
§ Sample site and validate model à 
§ Convert abundance to yield à  
§ Evaluate net benefit of hedgerow 

o Predicting wild bee abundance  
§ The level of pollinators that a habitat can export will depend on the foraging resources in 

the vicinity  
• Economic Valuation: 

o Convert pollinator visitation or pollen deposition into yield 
§ Ongoing research – most crops don’t have these data  
§ Use watermelon to study  

• Land use recommendations:  
o What is optimal amount of cover combination (between pollinator-demanding crop and 

pollinator-supplying cover) to maximize value? 
§ as a function of pollinator-dependence? 

o What kind of “quilt” to design? 
• Issues related to individual land owner decisions: individuals have rights 

o Who owns pollinator providing habitat? 
o Who benefits and who pays?  

§ Individual owner investment in pollinator-supplying cover benefits neighbors 
o Private vs. public benefits 

§ Public benefits can be large from individual investment (commons problem/free-rider 
effect), especially when owner < pollinator-shed 

o Aim to create decision-making tool for individual landowners to help them decide how to invest 
in adding a hedgerow 

 
Conversation	around	Eric’s	presentation	

o How do you account for uncertainty as you propagate calculations through models? 
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§ Want to develop decision-support tools for farmers.  We are trying to integrate 
uncertainty in the models themselves.  Still working on representing uncertainty 
in the models.  We have predictions, but we need follow-up monitoring to 
improve functions with feedback 

o What about scenarios where you truck in honeybees?  Then you need to worry about bee 
habitat where the bees live…  

§ There are also insurance impacts for choosing natural pollination 
o What about how farmers could decide to switch crops based on better understanding on 

how pollination works? 
§ If you have alternative crops as part of decision, then that needs to be part of 

decision-space.   
o Coordination problem for sharing pollinators among farmer neighbors 
o Interesting opportunity to look at cobenefits for pollination.  E.g. requirements for 

reforestation.  Do restoration efforts have cobenefits for pollination?  
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Hey,	who	 is	using	my	pollinators?!	
You	owe	me	some	fruit-based	profit!

Eric	Lonsdorf:	Franklin	and	Marshall	 College

Neal	Williams	 &	Claire	Brittain:	UC-Davis
Taylor	Ricketts	&	Insu Koh:	U	of	Vermont’s	 Gund Insititute

Claire	Kremen:	UC-Berkeley

Objective:	
• To	provide	reliable	and	economical	pollination	of	crops	
by	delivering	context-specific	recommendations	

Alternatives:
• Combined	use	of	different	pollinator	species	(wild	and	
managed)	

• Habitat	augmentation
• Crop	management	practices

Pollination	services
p Specific	example	of	ecosystem	service

n Benefits	provided	 to	humans	by	natural	ecosystems

p Two	key	steps	to	quantifying	them
n Ecological	Production	 Function

p Links	ecology	 with	service
n Economic	Valuation

p Provides	value	 of 	the	service

∂$
∂Landscape

=
∂Pollinator
∂Landscape

* ∂Yield
∂Pollinator

* ∂$
∂Yield

For	management	decisions:

Outline
p Ecological	Production	and	Economic	Valuation

n Is	the	benefit	of	a	pollinator	 enhancement	worth	 its	 cost?

p Land	use	recommendations
n How	much	land	to	maximize	landscape	value?

p Issues	related	to	individual	land	owner	decisions
n Who	owns	pollinator	 providing	habitat?
n Who	benefits	and	who	pays?	
n Private	vs.	public	benefits
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Ecological	Production	- Conceptual
Abundance	of	pollinators	 in	

landscape	 (supply)

Fly	to	pollinate	crops

Sample	site	and	validate	model A
A

Kremen,	 et	 al.	2007.	 Ecology	 Letters
Lonsdorf,	 et	 al.	2009.	 Annals 	 of	 Botany

∂$
∂Landscape

=
∂Pollinator
∂Landscape

* ∂Yield
∂Pollinator

* ∂$
∂Yield

Economic	Valuation	- Conceptual
Abundance	of	pollinators	 in	

landscape	 (supply)

Fly	to	pollinate	crops

Sample	site	and	validate	model

Convert	abundance	to	yield

Evaluate	net	benefit	of	
hedgerow

A
A

∂$
∂LS,∂Farm

=
∂Pollinator
∂Landscape

* ∂Yield
∂Pollinator

* ∂$
∂Yield

∂$
∂Landscape

=
∂Pollinator
∂Landscape

* ∂Yield
∂Pollinator

* ∂$
∂Yield

Ecological	Production	– predicting	wild	 bee	abundance

Davis

Kremen,	 et	 al.	2007.	 Ecology	 Letters
Lonsdorf,	 et	 al.	2009.	 Annals 	 of	 Botany

∂$
∂Landscape

=
∂Pollinator
∂Landscape

* ∂Yield
∂Pollinator

* ∂$
∂Yield

Ecological	Production	– predicting	wild	 bee	abundance

1. Evaluate habitat for nesting 
sites 

2. Evaluate habitat for floral 
resources 

3. Combine to determine 
landscape quality 
(abundance index - aka 
supply)
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Kremen,	 et	 al.	2007.	 Ecology	 Letters
Lonsdorf,	 et	 al.	2009.	 Annals 	 of	 Botany
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Ecological	Production	– predicting	wild	 bee	abundance

Kremen,	 et	 al.	2007.	 Ecology	 Letters
Lonsdorf,	 et	 al.	2009.	 Annals 	 of	 Botany

∂$
∂Landscape

=
∂Pollinator
∂Landscape

* ∂Yield
∂Pollinator

* ∂$
∂Yield

Economic	Valuation

p Convert	pollinator	visitation	or	
pollen	deposition	into	yield
n Most	crops	do	not	have	these	data
n Ongoing	 research

p Watermelon
n Pollen	deposition	 ->	seeds	produced
n Seeds	produced	->	weight	per	melon

Stanghellini et	 al.	1998.	
Stanghellini et	 al.	2002.

∂$
∂Landscape

=
∂Pollinator
∂Landscape

* ∂Yield
∂Pollinator

* ∂$
∂Yield

Overall	prediction
∂$

∂Landscape
=
∂Pollinator
∂Landscape

* ∂Yield
∂Pollinator

* ∂$
∂Yield

Overall	prediction
∂$

∂Landscape
=
∂Pollinator
∂Landscape

* ∂Yield
∂Pollinator

* ∂$
∂Yield
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Outline
p With	Ecological	Production	and	Economic	Valuation

n Is	the	benefit	of	a	pollinator	 enhancement	worth	 its	 cost?

p Land	use	recommendations
n How	much	land	to	maximize	landscape	value?

p Issues	related	to	individual	land	owner	decisions
n Who	owns	pollinator	 providing	habitat?
n Who	benefits	and	who	pays?	
n Private	vs.	public	benefits

How	much	land	to	maximize	 value?
p Model	analysis	- Uniform	blocks	of	habitat

p Two	types	of	habitat
n Pollinator-Demanding	 Crop	– poor	habitat	 for	pollinators
n Pollinator-Supplying	 Cover	– ideal	habitat	 for	pollinators

p What	is	optimal	amount	of	cover	combination	to	maximize	value?
n As	a	function	of	pollinator-dependence?

Crops	Vary	in	their	Dependence
>0	to	10%

Peanut
Pigeon	pea,	

Chile	pepper,	 Red	
pepper,	 Bell	pepper,	

Green	pepper,	 Allspice,	
Pimento
Papaya

Safflower	Seed
Citrus 	Fruits 	(orange	 et	

al)
Oil	palm	fruit
Linseed,	Flax

Tomato
Kidney	bean,	Haricot	

bean,	Lima	bean,	String	
bean

>90%
Kiwifruit
Braz il	nut

Watermelon
Cantaloupe,	Melon
Pumpkin,	Squash,	
Gourd,	Marrow,	

Zucchini
Cocoa
Vanilla

10-40%
Okra,	Gumbo
Mustard	 Seed

Canola
Chestnut	
Coconut
Coffee
Fig	

Strawberry
Soybean

Cotton	 seed
Sunflower	seed
Black	currant,	Red	

currant
Sesame	seed

Eggplant,	Faba bean

40-90%
Almond
Cashew	

Cucumber,	Gherkin
Cardamom,	 Mace,	

Nutmeg	
Buckwheat

Apple
Mango
Avocado	
Apricot
Cherry
Plum

Peach,	Nectarine,	Pear
Raspberry,	Blackberry,	
Cranberry,	 Blueberry

Aizen et	 al.	2009.	 Annals 	 of	Botany
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Dependence	 on	pollinators

Lonsdorf	 et	 al.	2011;	 Garibaldi	 et	 al.	2011.	 PNAS
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Maximizing	value	requires	intermediate	amount	of	
pollinator-demanding	crops
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Optimal	amount	of	cover

E.g.	– if	~100%	of	yield	is	
dependent	on	pollination,	
optimal	~70-30	split

Outline
p With	Ecological	Production	and	Economic	Valuation

n Is	the	benefit	of	a	pollinator	 enhancement	worth	 its	 cost?

p Land	use	recommendations
n How	much	land	to	maximize	landscape	value?

p Issues	related	to	individual	land	owner	decisions
n Who	owns	pollinator	 providing	habitat?
n Who	benefits	and	who	pays?	
n Private	vs.	public	benefits

How	do	we	create	this	
pollination	quilt?!

Issue:	individuals	have	
rights

Example	 “game	 scenario”	to	evaluate
p A	cluster	of	nine	growers	are	in	a	
landscape	of	~95%	crop
n Highly	dependent	on	bee	pollination

p One	owner	learns	about	Integrated	
Crop	Practice	
n Decides	to	adopt	wild	pollinator-friendly	
habitat	 in	20%	of	 their	 land
p None	of 	owner’s	neighbors	want	to	change	
their	practices

p Owner	splits	the	installation	bill	with	USDA	
but	will	pay	for	maintenance	costs
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Effects	of	owner	5’s	decision?
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Synergies	in	land	management
p Compare	benefits	of	a	single	grower	adopting	a	bee-friendly	landscape	
to	benefits	if	all	in	the	cluster	adopt

Components	available	in	real	systems
p California’s	Central	Valley

n One	of	 largest	production	areas	in	US
n $75	million	 in	2013	 (USDA)

p Supply	of	managed	bees	is	becoming	
less	certain
n Promote	wild	bees	with	a	pollinator	
“friendly”	hedgerow

n Improve	yield	 stability	and	predictability

p Should	a	farmer	add	a	hedgerow?		Is	
it	worth	the	cost?

Components	available	in	real	systems

• Ecological	 production	function

• Economic	valuation	function

• Ownership!
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Supplier	and	Beneficiary	mapping
p Requires

n Ecological	production	 function
n Economic	valuation	 function
n Ownership!

p Decisions	depend	on	ownership	
n Private	costs	and	benefits
n Current	demand	for	bees	and	perception	of	 supply

p Results	of	pollination	policies	depend	on	scale	of	ownership	
relative	to	size	of	the	pollination-shed	
n Owner	>	pollinator-shed	 –most	benefits	are	private
n Owner	<=	pollinator-shed	 –many	benefits	are	public

Thank	you!
p USDA-SCRI	grant

p S3	RCN
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COMMENTS	AND	QUESTIONS	FROM	SMALL	GROUP	DISCUSSIONS	
• Understanding the timing and magnitude of demand is critical to understanding ecosystem

services valuation
o How decision-making iterates and propagates among users – human preferences change

over time
o The temporal scale of change in social system is a challenge
o Aggregation over time brings up the issue of discounting

• When and how is it okay to simplify when thinking about valuation?
• Need to do a better job disaggregating beneficiaries with respect to preferences, vulnerability,

exposure, etc.
• We care about ES for future planning and zoning issues – benefits of avoided costs, who benefits

and how the community actually benefits from them.  Insurance issues and who benefits in that
case are also relevant

• A lot of current approaches that get to benefit or valuation are based on idealized contexts.
Going from people side backwards, we need to take account of mediating factors that affect the
delivery of those benefits

• How do we communicate uncertainty in the relative values of benefits?
• How do we generalize to extrapolate a function beyond the case study where it was developed,

especially through space and time?
• How do we quantify the benefits to different groups, e.g. public and private, in these examples,

including spill-overs?
• Errors propagate when doing these analyses.  How to cope with that?

o However, the decision-maker’s tolerance for uncertainty might be different than a
scientist’s.

o Consider the precision of other values it is connected to
• When do we consider multiple services and trade-offs?

o How are services and these trade-offs mediated through things like zoning?
• Who is the beneficiary of the work that this group is doing?  So what?  What are we doing this

for?
o Might help to make generic decision models?  i.e. city flood control, farming and

pollination, health care, etc. – would be opportunity to identify key questions that need to
be able to be addressed in models that could be widely applied.

o “Decision contexts”
o broad regional maps of priority for investment would support decision-making regionally

for prioritization of ecosystem services
• Cultural services are largely defined in the eye of the beholder, and socially defined.  We lack a

generalizable and consistent way to define or value them.  The data we have is very much from
the beneficiary side.   We might be missing the biophysical components of that.  We might think
about the supply-side

• We have amazing data regarding health outcomes but less to explain the biophysical inputs that
lead to those outcomes.  Another opportunity to do more thinking from supply side.

WORKGROUP	REPORT-BACKS:	
#1:	Flood	Control	
Objectives and next steps: 
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• aim to “prove it” 
o end goal would be to work with an actual set of communities and through process of securing 

financing to do projects 
• need additional expertise beyond original group 
• apply to SNAP in fall 
• develop concept paper in fall 
• within one year begin engaging with work with a community 

 

**add Diego Herrera to Flood Control group – luisdiego26@gmail.com 

 

Notes: 

• How to bridge divide from science to action for flood control? 
• Green solutions are often overlooked compared to grey, though could have higher returns 
• How to mobilize capital to make those changes? 
• What is the level and form of the evidence base needed for a town manager to decide to float a bond to 

raise finances to invest upstream to restore/build green infrastructure?  
• Hydrological modeling to determine where a certain level of flood reduction could be achieved 

o What level of engineering is required to deliver the same level of certainty that grey infrastructure 
can promise? 

o Is the science readily enough available that this can be answered without a huge investment of 
time and money? 

• What would be good case studies? 
o Opportunities for green expansion (i.e. not all paved) 
o Good bond rating already to make floating of new bond possible 
o Prone to problems with flooding so incentive to deal with it 
o Might require philanthropic investment to get through pilot before towns would jump on board 

 

Earlier report-back from flood control group: 

• Precipitation, runoff, climateà	All affect hydrograph 
• Flood control structures mediate 
• Ultimately concerned about hydrograph and how it interacts with building infrastructure and people  
• Flood damage, dis-beneficiariesà measure of damages in dollars and non-dollar metrics 

o socio-economic differences affect value of dollar loss as percentage of worth 
o insurance (public vs. private)  

• New England zoning has lead to people settling in the flood zone, so maybe focus there 
• This is focused on inland flooding  
• This did not address really big floods that infrastructure could never be prepared for 
• A comparison between place A and place B could be an interesting way to compare different land use and 

natural capital management decisions  
• Potential to model different climate scenarios 

o Is there an insurance market that would help pay for ecosystem services as a one-time payment? 
o How would it inform zoning policy?  

• Price by itself is not a complete metric because it values rich people more 
o Need for sensitivity to social inequity and attention to disaggregating those variables 
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o On the other hand, there is theory to value dollars even different among different socioeconomic 
populations 

	

#2:	Recreation	
Questions to build on: 

• Quantify impact of wind power development on leaf peeping 
• Are leaf-peeping sites substitutable, and how many need to be lost before issue comes up?  
• How are different beneficiaries of foliage impacted by change to ecosystem? 
• What is the relationship between substitutability and thresholds for use of viewshed? 
• Methods – stated preference, choice experience, random utility model to evaluate substitutability  
• Significance: thresholds for change and substitutability, especially considering cumulative impacts of 

change vis-à-vis climate change, renewables development, land development 
 

Earlier report-back from recreation group:  

• A unit of benefit is an individual deriving benefit from a recreational activity  
• Focus on leaf peeping  
• Viewsheds – what alterations are acceptable or not vis-à-vis impacts on leaf foliage (i.e. transmission 

lines, wind power, etc.)  
• What are specific threats to the leaf peeping landscape?   

o i.e. insects that threaten particular forest? 
• Difficult to model preferences on biophysical side – i.e. is sugar maple more preferable than other 

species? People perceive the landscape very subjectively.   
o Wilderness perception literature  
o Aesthetic experience à beneficiaries, but also beneficiaries à aesthetic experience 

• Private owners of forest cannot marketize the value of people seeing the trees  
• Human capital integration with natural capital can be substantial (i.e. covered bridge, red barn, etc.) 
• Marginal viewer matters, not all viewers  
• Transportation economics literature could inform – i.e. drivespeeds tracked, and then measuring value of 

time spent  
• Measures to try to assess WTP for leaf-peeping in model of logging studies  

	

#3:	Water	Quality	
Water quality group tentatively plans to go forward with the research project.  

 

Near-term next steps:  

• to share outline and identify funding sources 
• Need to touch base with Drew to see if he agrees to lead project  

 

Tentatively plans to make emphasis of paper water supply systems in NE 

• There are a variety of systems in terms of their reliance on grey vs. green infrastructure 
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• Need to look across systems and quantify benefits to consumers of green infrastructure 
• Expand that view to consider co-benefits of recreation, aesthetics, carbon storage, etc. as well as potential 

trade-offs for lost ES or economic tradeoffs of resource allocation  
• Comparison of contrasting systems (i.e. Champlain, accessible vs. Quabbin, sequestered) 
• Potential to drill down into particular places where questions are being debate about change to supply 

system  
	

Earlier report-back from water quality group: 

• Concerned with broad range of impacts on water quality in the Lake.   
• Feedbacks in each system 

o Competing systems, i.e. local agriculture impacts on water quality 
o How do DM prioritize different values (i.e. local ag vs. water quality) 
o Public institutions can either strengthen or dampen feedbacks 

• Detailed many beneficiaries: 
o homeowners—property value 
o Water dept.—reduced treatment costs 
o Swimmers—health 
o Anglers—healthy fish 
o Tourism—tourist revenue 
o Shelburne’ers—intrinsic value 
o UVM? 
o Farmers? 
o Viewers—aesthetic value 
o Industrial water users—reduced treatment costs 

• Parallels with Quabbin Reservoir  
o Boston’s water quality has been prioritized above all other users, which has had co-benefits and 

tradeoffs 
• Maybe potential to pick a few case studies comparing decision-making around beneficiaries 

o Twin Cities 
o Quabbin 
o Champlain 

• What about mediating factors? 
o Riparian buffers to mitigate nutrient runoff into surface water 

§ Though there is a lot of finger-pointing at agriculture that is not always warranted  
• The water services feed into health or recreation.  What other inputs can be substitutes or complements? 

o Infrastructure and access necessary mediating factors  
	

#4:	Health	
Health group focusing on air quality chose not to pursue research project at this time.  

 

Notes: 

• People have strategies to interact with the environment – behavior modification 
o Create model with and without behavior changes to analyze air purification services 
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• Note that most vulnerable sometimes are least informed and able to adapt strategies, so policy
implication could be to figure out where those behaviors could be happening and help populations do
them

o need to have disaggregated population groups
• need to be mindful of choices that can be made quickly/slowly, choices among many/few, choices that

can be varied across time (i.e. when air quality varies a lot by season, etc.)
• What do natural systems in NE provide towards nutrition and mental health?

o However, behavioral decisions are substantial mediating factors
o What health impacts are influenced by natural environment that are not subject to behaviors? Air

quality, for one

Earlier report back from health group: 

• Vegetation filtration
o VOCs
o Allergens
o Particulate matter

• Individuals with asthma:
o Avoided medical costs
o Loss of work days
o Lifespan
o Quality of life
o Educational development

• What metric can we use that does not bias us against populations to which we should be sensitive?
o i.e. counting by workdays misses people who are not working (i.e. children, poor, people on 

street) 
• people spend so much time inside that mediating factors of building infrastructure swamp the impact of

ecosystem services on air quality 
• no consensus on how inclusively to list beneficiaries – i.e. is a health care provider or insurer a

beneficiary or a tertiary party? 
• Really complicated problems that go back to the individual production functions for health

o AQI
• Do you build the production function starting with health as the endpoint, or do you start with your supply

and build the function trying to get to health?
• Focus on co-benefits of ES vs. focusing on primary benefit of ES – those with many co-benefits have

increased value

GROUP	RESEARCH	IDEAS	COMING	OUT	OF	THE	WORKSHOP	–	A	
BRAINSTORM	
#1:	“Ecosystem	service	assessments	that	do	not	begin	with	specific	beneficiaries	get	the	
wrong	answer.”		
Research question: How would we assess natural capital if we began with disaggregated populations and asked 
them how they experienced a predefined suite of ecosystem services?  
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• How do you think about how beneficiaries adapted their behavior as a result of the experience of 
receiving the ES?  (so they are not passive) 

o But how do you measure their behavior change 
• The topic as framed sounds huge and potentially hard to research 

o This paper could flow from Lisa’s lit review by framing the problem, giving examples of missing 
the mark, and then pointing to some cases where it could be done right, especially in the context 
of climate change and other current problems.  

o See paper on incorporating structured decision-making in planning for ecosystem services 
• Avoid straying into survey paper territory.  
• Use example of one service to explain this in depth 
• Give several specific examples of the ways it is gotten wrong 

o If you don’t consider the heterogeneity of beneficiaries in terms of preferences and access  
o If you don’t consider that beneficiaries adapt 
o If you don’t consider that beneficiaries interact with one another (social capital) 
o If you create answers to questions that no one is asking 
o Key solutions (??) 
o When precision does not matter much 
o If you don’t consider the barriers that beneficiaries/decision makers face when implementing (or 

caring about cobenefits) 
• We have an implementation gap.  We ask questions in a science mode rather than in a decision context 

mode.  A different set of evidence is needed to be action-oriented.  
 

#2:	Prove	that	ecosystem	services	and	green	infrastructure	are	a	good	replacement	for	
pipes,	pumps,	and	filters	(in	the	context	of	a	concrete	place	and	action).		

• Middlebury 
• NYC 
• Cape Cod 
• Columbus 
• Target to decision-makers 

o Pollination 
o Flood control 

• How do you compare green vs. gray infrastructure?  
 

#3:	Expanding	the	tool	box	for	decision-making	processes	around	ecosystem	services		
 

#4:	Short-cuts	to	evaluate	the	ecosystem	services	in	the	way	that	beneficiaries	care	about	
them	
Is it possible to take short-cuts if we care about the end products that beneficiaries care about, rather than all of the 
intervening steps? (i.e. caring about whether the lake is swimmable, rather than the level of nitrogen in the water.)  

o Maybe we don’t need such complex biophysical models  
o Maybe all you need to know is whether some quality or quantity is above or below a threshold – 

consider a simpler typology 
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Water Quality Breakout Group 

Group Members: Drew Guswa, Georgia Mavrommati, Wil Wollheim, Bonnie Keeler, Gillian Galford, 
Brian Robinson, Jesse Gourevitvh, Jonathan Thompson 

Clean water is an essential service that benefits human health and recreation.  We seek to understand 
and describe the range of beneficiaries, trade-offs, and co-benefits associated with different clean water 
supply systems, especially under a changing climate.   Further, we seek to understand the dependence 
of water supply systems on natural infrastructure and its associated vulnerabilities. Due to its diversity 
of water supply systems and strategies, the availability of public data, and it relevance to several 
working group members, we propose the state of Massachusetts as a case study, but we are open to 
broadening or changing the study region.   

We propose to begin by mapping the current distribution of water supply systems and characterizing 
the recipients of direct and co-benefits associated with the current distribution of water supply systems 
in Massachusetts receive water.   For example, Bostonians receive water from the highly protected and 
un-filtered surface waters of the Quabbin Reservoir located 50 miles to the east of Boston. Smaller cities 
throughout the state utilize less protected surface water. Most rural residents in western Massachusetts 
have private wells. We will construct a geo-database that includes: users by distribution-type including 
demographic data, costs per household, sources of pollution, threats and drivers of change, zoning, 
catchment areas, and co-benefits such as recreation-types and access restrictions.  

Once the database is constructed we will use it to answer several research questions, such as: (1) What 
are the implication of alternative green and grey solutions for clean water delivery? (2) What are the 
implications of choosing alternative clean water delivery systems for water-use behavior, feedbacks to 
development and other sectors? (3) How will the demand (and supply) of water change over time due to 
land use and climate change? (4) How should researchers and practitioners value all the benefits and co-
benefits associated with alternative systems for clean water delivery? (5) So many more… 

 

 

 



Consequences of renewable energy infrastructure on fall foliage viewing in New England, USA 
 

Shannon Rogers(co-lead), Laura Sonter (co-lead), Mindy Crandall, Matthew Duveneck, Marissa McBride, 
Erik Nelson, Taylor Ricketts, Allison Watts. 

 
The forested landscapes of New England provide a unique laboratory to investigate consequences of 
landscape change on cultural ecosystem services. In our working group, we focused on recreational fall 
foliage viewing. The production of colorful foliage by native forests provides benefits to many people 
(e.g. tourists, tourism industry) and is supplied by the attributes of forests (e.g., tree species 
composition) and broader viewsheds (e.g. forest cover, red barns, viewpoints). In New England, these 
viewsheds and their services are perceived threatened by large-scale infrastructure development, such 
as mountain top wind farms. However, while these threats are often used to prevent such projects, their 
actual impacts on fall foliage viewing are unknown. 
 
Therefore, our research aims to quantify impacts of wind farms on viewsheds and the cultural services 
derived from fall foliage viewing in New England. To do this, we plan to develop a research proposal that 
will (1) determine the landscape composition of viewsheds that supply fall foliage viewing opportunities, 
(2) quantify consequences of wind farms on fall foliage viewing and their human beneficiaries (Including 
tourists and the tourism industry), (3) investigate the degree to which viewers substitute for degraded 
viewsheds by visiting nearby viewsheds in better condition, and (4) determine if thresholds exists 
whereby losing a critical number of them renders New England valueless in supplying this service.   
 
To develop this proposal, we plan to: (1) Conduct literature reviews on the topics of wind infrastructure 
impacts on viewsheds (Shannon), and the recreational fall foliage viewing (Laura). (2) Identify major 
stakeholders in New England, including wind farmers and the tourism industry (Shannon + others). (3) 
Identify relevant data sources (e.g. visitation rates, bus tour routes; group effort) and compile a list of 
potential funding sources (group effort). (4) Develop a RCN S3 proposal to support a 3-day workshop for 
preliminary stakeholder engagement and development of a full research proposal (led by Shannon + 
Laura).  
 
In general, our results are expected to improve understanding of the consequences of landscape change 
on cultural ecosystem services and their human beneficiaries. We also expect outcomes will support 
future decisions on sustainable infrastructure planning in New England.  
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Scenarios, Services, and Society RCN Workshop: Moving Ecosystem Services to Beneficiaries 

May 19 & 20, 2016 
 

Flood Mitigation Services Workgroup 

Participants: Colin Beier, Elena Bennett, Ely Fenichel, Timm Kroeger, Kathy Fallon Lambert, Steve Polasky, 
Martha Shiels, Keri Bryan Watson, Beverly Wemple 

The capacity of the landscape to help regulate the quantity and timing of runoff is a valuable ecosystem 
service the can help mitigate floods. The beneficiaries of flood mitigation services are relatively well known 
and include people living in or near floodplains that may experience property damage, cities and towns that 
must contend with the cost of infrastructure repairs, businesses that experience operation outages under 
high-flow conditions (including agriculture), and other ecological and economic functions affected by high 
flows and water quality degradation. 

Extensive hydrologic information also exists from the U.S. Geological Survey and the Army Corps of 
Engineers on the relationship between discharge, stage, floodplain inundation, and recurrence intervals of 
specific streamflows. Moreover, existing studies show that it is possible to link changes in the streamflow 
hydrograph with impacts on beneficiaries but few applications exist where risks, beneficiaries, and 
investment opportunities have been aligned watershed modeling to increase payments for water quantity 
ecosystem services in the northeastern U.S. 

A key need for advancing the field of linking ecosystem service modeling with beneficiaries for flood 
mitigation is to investigate when and how investments in natural infrastructure have positive returns for 
society and how to mobilize capital to realize those on the ground.  We propose to continue our working 
group and organize a meeting to address three questions: 

1. What is the level of evidence and burden of proof needed to convince traditional financial markets 
to invest in land-based flood mitigation in addition to traditional grey infrastructure? 

2. How do we combine watershed and hydrological modeling to develop natural infrastructure 
options (iterative) and estimate the impact of these options on the hydrograph (e.g., probability of 
flood flows of a specific frequency and duration? 

3. Where are their opportunities for developing strong cases that bring together existing modeling, 
flooding issues, and upcoming decisions related to public or private investment in water quantity 
management? 

The results of our proposed meeting will include a draft proof of concept paper to submit to a journal 
and a funding proposal to submission to Northeastern States Research Cooperative, SNAPP, and other 
prospective sources. 
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